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Fire Department
To Sponsor Spring
Clean-Up Week
Oreenvdlle district manager in
1923. During his stay at Green-
ville, district . operations have
been expanded several times by
the addition of Beaver D a m,
Hartford, McHenry, Livermore,
Calhoun, Marion, Eddyville and
Kuttsiwa, and the generating
plant at Graham. Walker super- !
vised the erection of transmis-
sion and distribution lines inter-
connecting these areas.
Replacing Walker is Paul A.
Whitme r, Greenville district
manager. Whitmer has been with
KU since 1933. At that time he,
was employed as a bookkeeper
in Central City. He became local ,
manager at Central City in 1938,1
holding that job until he was
transferred to Greenville in
1943. Whitmer is active in civic
affairs and Masonic work, and
in industrial, development work
in west Kentucky.
J. Foster Jones, Paducah dis-
trict manager, has also been
named assistant division man-
ager, for the area south. pf the
river. Jones started with KU as
an appliance salesman in Som-
erset in 197. In 1943 he came
to west. Kentucky as Iiivon
eushisner service manager. He
has been district manager at Pa-
ducah since the death of G.
Ford • Lansden in 1947.
Gregory's -successor here will
be announced soon, 'It was said.
wland, Mr. and Mrs. Char-
ling-ton, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Billy 'Martin, C. E.
and Mr. Mabry.
ers of the association will
business meeting here at
. Friday, April 14. Guests
spective members are in'
attend, according to C.
ge, member.
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hardly know what to say.
an tell you right now. I
njoy having it!
hy! Ann Davis: First, I
take a long. much-needed
and the would buy
ewspaper In a prognissiire
n city about the size of
vale, preferably in a cot-
wing area,
•
Caldwell Association will be held
at 10. a. m. Wednesday. April 19,
at the Midway Baptist Church.
Mrs. Marvin T. Pugh, western re-
gional Vice-presisient, will be
guest speaker 0
Citizens Requested To
Clean Up Homes, Yards
And Alleys; Firemen To
Inspect Property
Complying with the Governor's
proclamation that April 16-22 be
designated as Clean-Up Week in
Kentucky, Mayor Clifton Hollo-
well has issued a proclamation
that these dates be officially ob-
served in Princeton for this pro-
ject, to be sponsored by the local
fire department.
The mayor pointed out that this
time of year was particularly ap-
propriate as the General ,Assem-
bly recently designated 1950 as
"Homecoming Year' in the State
of Kentucky, and tourists would
now be coming through ink com-
munity.
Civic organizations are asked
to conduct programs at their
weekly meetings during this week
in connection with Clean-Up
Week and churches are requested
to announce the campaign from
the pulpit or in church bulletins.
The fire department will con-
duct a fire prevention inspection
of fire zones and of public build-
ings. Emergency telephone num-
bers will be distributed, and fire
drills conducted at all schools in
the city. All residents are invit-
ed to visit the local fire station,
ansl the city's fire-fighting trucks
will be parked out front during
daylight hours so citizens c a n
make inspection of equipment.
Fire equipment will be paraded
through the town several times
during the week to remind the
citizens to "Clean Up, Don't Burn
Up".
Every citizen of the town is
requested to cooperate in this
campaign by cleaning up their
property, both inside and out,
Mayor Hollowell added.
Local Church To Hold
Installation Service
The Rev. Charles M. Bunce, of
Paducah, will be principal speak-
er at an installation service for
the Rev. Floyd A. Loperfido to be
held at 7:30 p. m. Sunday at the
Central Presbyterian Church.
Other ministers to take part in
the service are the Rev. Herman
Gross, Mayfield; the Rev. Sam
McGee, Sturgis, and the Rev. 0.
R. Garden, Madisonville. Special
music will be presented by the
choir.
Refreshments also will be ser-
ved to members of the congrega-
tion after the service in the
Church Annex. The public is in-
vited lo attend.
Rose And Garden Club
To Meet Tonight
The Rose and Garden Club will
meet -tonight at George Coon Li-
brary, it is announced. The pro-
gram will be presented by Miss
Eliza Nall, whose subject will be
"Color In The Garden". Charles
Brockoieyer, Jr., of Fredonia, will
display colored slides of gardens
and flowers.
Lacy Wins District F F A
eel; Fredonia Second
Lacy's Future Farmers of
America piled up 144 points in
crop, livestock, speaking and mu-
sic contests at Dawson Springs
Friday to win first place in the
annual western Kentucky Dis-
trict FFA Field Day.
The Fredonia FFA won second
place with 119 points.
Other top ranking chapters and
their points were: Lyon county,
97; Butler of Princeton, 90, and
Nebo, 82.
Some 650 FFA boys from the
district high schools attended the
program and 251 of them entered
the contests. The,entry- total was
30 per cent higher than was
last year, aCcording to B. G.
Moore, vocational education su-
pervisor for the area.,
The district includes Muhleri:
burg, Hopkins, 'Christian, Web-
ster. Trigg, Union, Crittenden,
Lyon and Caldwell counties. John
Hendricks, Lacy, is chairman cif
the district agriculture teachers
and was director of Friday's
event..
- Ellis Johnston, Princeton, is dis-
trict FFA president.
First-place winners in the con=
test and distriet representatives
in the state meet to be held at
Lexington in June are:
thapter meeting—Lyon county.
Chapter musib—Hughes-KIrk-
patrick. '
Community clairyini-;--Fredonia.
PICTURE CONTEST WINNERS
Pictured above are four winners of the picture contest
sponsored by The PrincetonLeader. These pictures were taken
by the Woltz Studio of Deis Moines, Iowa, and were among the 
••photographs in the picture feature, Citizens of Toinorrow",
which ended last week in this newspaper. Enlargements of the
• winners will be on display in the window of The Leader office
today through Sunday. Pesents May pick up these enlargements
Monday without cost. FifiLt prize winner is Ronnie Davenport,
row. -fie is the two-year-old son of
rt, S. Seminary sireet. Nancy Hole-
t of Mr. and Mrs. .14. L. Holeman,
second place. She is shown. on the
cConnell, five-year-old daughter of
Dell of Madisonville street, won the
at the left of the last row. Pourlh
three-year-old daughter of Mr. and
2
shown at the left on the
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Day
man, 16-nionths-Old dau
Dawson Springs, Route
right in the top row. Su
Mr. and Mrs. Howard McC
third prize. She is locate
prize winner is Kay Peter
Mrs. Robert A. Peters, Rou
James R Parsley
Dies Saturday
Funeral Held Monday
For Retired Painter; Had
Been Ill Several Months
Funeral services for James
Robert Parsley, 82, who died Sat-
urday,. April 8, at his home on
Franklin street after ieveral
months' illness, were held at
Morgan's Funeral' Home nday
afternoon, April 10, by the Rev.
Irvine L. Parrett, pastor of North -
side Baptist Church.
Born in Trigg county' iri *MK
Mr. Parsley was a retired painter.
He is survived by his wife and a
son, Robert, of this city. A
grandson, Jimmy, also survives.
Pallbearers were James Catlett,
Billy MeCaslin, Hillery Barnett,
William Jones, Urey Nichols and
Conway Lacey. Honorary bearers
were Jim Walker, Lucian Ladd.
Tilford Ladd, Motier Quisenberry.
Morris *hite, Vernon White and
Clifton Hollowell.
Burial was in Cedar Hill
Cemetery.
Kuttawa Police Chief
Killed By Negro Man -
A Negro about 35 years old is
being held in Eddyville peniten-
tiary for safe-keeping following.
the slaying of Police Chief Wil-
liam Burden and the wounding
of a state trooper last Thursday.
State police said Joe Hoy Kavel,
charged with murder, was trans-
ferred from Lyon county jail. His
wife remained in custody at Kut- Horn, Clifton'Clift, A. L. 
Temple-
tawa on a charge of threatening ton, Alton Temp
leton, Ramsey
with intent to kill. Taylor. H. W. Nichols, Dr. J. J.
Burden, 55, and Trooper Louis Rosenthal, W. B. Stone, John S.
 
 
Oliver attempted to serve the ! Hutcheson, Jr., Everett B. Ca-
warrant on Kivel's wife Thursday sey, John Morgan, Robert Murray,
night. The chief was cut down by D. P. Martin, Hillery Barnett, R.
S. Gregory, Clifton ldollowell and
a shotgun blast as he entered the
front door of the home, state po_!Alfred
lice reported. Tenn.
Oliver, who had gone ,around —
Corn—Delmar, Newcom, Mar-
the rear, returned to see Kivel
• run outside. They exchanged
ion.
Number 41
1950 Cancer Drive
Gets Under Way
Here This Week
B&PW Members
Entertain Employers
At Dinner Meeting
Employers of members of the
Business and Professional Wom-
en's Club were guests Monday
night at the club's regular dinner
meeting in th asement of the
First Christi
abeth Gray
toastrnist
member to
ployer.
Miss Matti Y u McGough, ac-
Church. Miss Eliz-
resident, served as
and asked each
oduce her etn.
Burley tobacco—Early William-
son. Trigg county.
Dark tobacco—.7phnny Martin,
Fredonia.
Pasture improvement—•Dentis
Lacy, Lacy.
Hay crop—Bertram Jones, Fre-
donia.
H ome improvement—James
Gray, Lacy.
REA project—Marvin Powell,
Lacy.
Beef cattle—Billy Hall. Lyon
county, •
"Dairying—Marion Powell, Lacy.
Hogs—James Cartwright, Fre-
doni
Poultry—Joe Brewster, Han-
son.
Sheep—J. B. Hunter, Lacy.
Farm *hop project—John Hayes.
Farm shop project—John
Hayes, Nebo.
Livestock cooperat iee—LeRoy
McNeely, Fredonia.
Fa r th underwriters project—
Raymond Stone, Morganfield.
Pubit speaking—Robert Ken-
nedy, Trigg county high.
- Impromptu speaking — J. H
Boyd, Jr., Marion.
Individual music, Claudie Boaz,
Butler of Princeton. ,
Plano—tMarshall Ethridge, But-
ler.
Novelly instruntent-1) 0 b b
Winstead, .Nebo,
•
shots and Oliver was hit above
the left eye before Kivel disap-
peared from sight. Mrs. Kivel also
fled.
T h e slightly-wounded trooper
then notified his headquarters at
Mayfield and a possee, aided by
bloodhounds, began a search of
the area.
Sgt. Lee 0. Atkinson an other
state patrolmen returned to the
home later and found the Kivels
hiding inside. ,
Burden, pcilice chief at Kuttawa
for nearly two years, was a for-
mer chief at Dawson Springs. It!
was a native of Fordsville, fcv
Cooking ichool Will
Be Held April 27
The Princeton Lumber Co. w
sponsor a cooking school at .
P. m. Thursday, April 27, at the!,
showroom on S. Seminary street,
it is announced. Gifts and door
prizes will be presented. Ladies
are cordially invited.
B&PW Club To
Sponsor Square Dance
The Business and Professional
Women's Club 4111 spotter.? a
square dance at Ratliff's Ware-
house on Cadiz Road April 21,-be-
ginning at 8 p. m. Donations will
be taken at the door. The nubile
is invited.
cempanied by iss Sue M:tcheAl
at the piano, presented a song
which-she sang at the recut; Aires
trict musk contest at Madison-
ville. These guests were from
Butler High school.
Miss Virginia MeCa.slin gsve a
brief discussion on "What Our
T o.w n Needs", complimenting
the various clubs in their efforts
to mak?. Princeton a bette: place
to live. •
The club voted to donatz $25 to
help pay expenses of two Butler
High girls to -.Girls' Week" to be
held this Spring in Lexington. A
barn dance was planned for
April 21, under the leadership of
Miss Joan Berry aid her commit-
tee.
_Miss Elizabeth Gray surprised
the group with a trip to the city's
"Big Spring" where she extolled
its possibilities as a city park.
EmPloyers present were Messrs.
A. P. Day, Howard E.. ,Day,
George Harrelson, Grayson Har-
relson, Hearne Harrelson, C. T.
Pollard, Russell Goodaker, C. A.
Goal This Year Is Set
At $1,500; Chairman
Requests One Dollar
From 1,000 Families
The annual cancer dAve in
Princeton and Caldwell county
got under way here Monday with
Dr. Ralph Cash formally opening
the campaign by speaking on
cancer in a broadcast over radio
station WPKY, according to Mrs.
F. K. Wylie, chairman of the 1950
drive.
Mrs. Wylie asked that 1,000
families in the county give $1 to
the drive to support cancer work.
The money, she pointed out, will
be used locally.
"Since January 1, 1950, silk
persons from, Princeton alone
have received treatment for can-
cer, including surgery, x-rays
and blood transfusions," the local
chairman stated, and the cancer
society has paid for all of it,"
she added. According to Mrs. Wy-
lie, each patient costs the organi-
zation approximately $200.
Also, a Cancer Mobile will be
in Princeton May 4 through May
5 to offer additional service to the
public. The Mobile is used as a
detection and diagnostic clinic
primarily for indigent cancer
cases; however, if the county
medical society so desires, mem-
bers of the medical profession
may refer private cases for group
diagnosis, it was said.
Workers in the county and
Princeton this year are Mrs. C. H.
Jaggers, Mrs. Hazel Dobbins, Mrs.
Hazel McGregor, Mrs. May
Blades, Mrs. H. W. D. Nichols,
Mrs. Harry Wallace, Mrs. Curtis
McNeely, Miss Katherine Ban-
nister, Mr. H. R. Campbell, Mrs.
Kelsie Tudor, Miss Rena Hobby,
Mrs. Annie Dean McElroy, Mrs.
Frank K. Wood, Mrs. Ed McLin,
Mrs. D. B. Osborne, Mrs. Isaac
Gresham, Mr,. S. 0. Catlett, Mrs.
C. S. Collier and Mrs. Henry
Sevison.
Othms are Mrs.
singer. Mrs. W. G. Oden, Mrs.
Claud Boone, Mrs. Sam Jones,
Mrs. J. R. Catlett, Mrs. Frank
Webb, Mrs. Sam Koltinsky, Mrs.
G. G. Harralson, Mrs. Roy Tow-
ery, Mrs. William Pickering,
Mrs. Boyd Satterfield, Mrs. W. H.
Pettit, Mrs. Alyene Akin, Mrs. J.
J. Rosenthal and Mrs. Walter
Rogers. Mrs. Russell Melton is
chairman of the Fredonia area.
Booths to collect' contributiohi
will be set up 'at the postoffice,
First National and Farmers banks
and at the courthouse April 14
through AMU 17, Mrs. WyP.c. said
Marion Guests Entertain
Councilmen Agree
To Support Plan
To "Save" Hospital
Princeton Rotary Club
Two members of the Princeton
Rotary Club received perfect at-
tendance pins at the organiza-
tion's regular weekly meeting
Tuesday at. the First Christian
Chiirch. Clifton Clift was Award-
ed a one year pin with Melvin
Franck receiving .a four-year, pin.
• Program at the meeting 'consist-
ed of the playing of several songs
by Mrs. Lucille Wiggins, Marion,
on her accordion. Miss Shirley
Gupton, also of Marion read four
poems which she composed. Pro-
gram chairman for the meeting
Ehrenwald, Nashville, 'Svas Willard Moore. Mrs. Mattie
lEnoch, of Marion, was a guest.
HAS NARROW ISCAPE: Little Margo Pollack, two-years, daUgh-
tei of Dr. and Mos.' Joseph Pollack, had a narrow escape when
lightning hit the bedroom of her home in which she was sleeping
at Los Angeles, Calif. It damaged part of the wall, scattered plas-
ter, wood and glass splinters over the sleeping child who was
otlierwisoUnhort. Margo's reazttion (above) is belated 'beOaiise at
the time she did not cry. (AP Wirephoto)
Deadline Near For
Filing Tax Return
Saturday midnight is the
deadline for filing -your State
incohie-tax return. If your
return is mailed to Frankfort,
-it must bear a postmark not
later than Saturday, April 15.
The State Revenue Depart-
ment predicts that a record
180,000 citizens will pay the
tax this year. Last year about
150,000 persons paid $10,000,-
000. Single persons who earn-
ed a gross of 21,500 or net of
$1,000 last year must file a
return. Married couples gros-
sing $3,000 or netting $2,500
also are required by law to
file. Even Al you figure you
don't owe a tax, you should
file a return if you grossed
or netted the single or mar-
ried minimums
Baptists Observe
Youth Week Here
Young People Take
Charge Of Services
During The Week
Youth Week, observed April 2-9
at the First Baptist Church here
and churches throughout the
Southern Baptist Association, be-
gan at the Sunday School hour
Sunday. April 2, with Jimmy
Hodge, acting superintendent, in
charge of the general assembly.
Renewed hope that the Cald-
well County War Memorial Hos-
pital will be completed and fur-
nished came unexpected this
week with an announcement from
Mayor Clifton Hollowell that the
city council has unanimously
agreed to support a proposal
whereby the city will guarantee
the interest and retirement on
hospital bonds totalling $30,000.
Mayor Hollowell said that mem-
bers of the Council at a special
meeting held last week pledged
their support to the proposition,
which ,as made by Tom Sim-
mons, member of the hospital
building committee. Simmons tolu
the Council, the mayor said, that
this GESS the last chance to save
the hospital.
During the Inclining worship
service, Acting Pastor Billy Price
read the scripture with Billy Joe
Gresham, Training Union direc-
tor, taking charge of that group.
Billy Price brought the ev'ening
message with Charles Adams di-
recting the young people'i! choir.
Barbara Franklin played the or-
gan, Nancy Farmer the piano
and Bob McConnell the cornet.
The acting pastor and deacons
on Monday night attended the
regular deacon's meeting of the
church. Prayer meeting Wednes-
day night was under the super-
vision of Bob McConnell with
special music furnished by the
voting people of -the church.
Shut-ins were visited Thursday
night and Family Night was ob-
served Friday.
The week ended Sunday night,
April 9, with Ralph McConnell,
ministerial student at George-
town College, doing the preach-
ing-Ralph is one of four youths
from the church who have dedi-
cated their lives to the ministry.
-Officers elected to serve during
Youth Week were Billy Price. pas-
tor; Charles Adams, musk direcs
tor; Barbara Franklin,. organist;
Nancy Farmer, Menial; Jimmy
Hodge, Sunday School superin-
tendent; Billy Joe Gresham,
Training Union' director; Burnell
Whitsett, Brotherhood president;
Ann Quisenberry, W. M. U. presi-
dent, and Bob McConnell, chair-
man of the Bearer of Deacons,
Deacons wet* Jimmy Hodge, Bil-
ly ...Toe Gresham, Billy McCaslin,
Kenneth Barrett, Kenneth Pres-
cott, Burnell Whitsett, Hershel
Whitsett, Joe Frank Guess, Frank
Pool, Wayne Catlett, Robert
Franklin and Marshall Ethridge.
Other officers were Eleanor
Anne Jones, publicity chairman;
'Sara Richie. social chairman, and
Carolyn Croft, Pat Horn and Ro-
sie Beck, social committee.
1950 Babies To Be
Enumerated Twice
All babies born during the first
thiee months of 1950 will be
enumerated on two different
forms while the census population
is being conducted this month;
however, they will be. counted
only once in the population tab-
les, according to Use Bureau of
the Census. In the first instance,
information about the infants will
be included in the regular popu-
lation census questionnaire for
t h e* conventional population
Fount and secondly, information
about the infant and its parents
will be recorded on a sbecial "in-
fant card" for use in checking
birth registration totals. The
double listing will insure the in-
clusion of aecuracy of newborn
babies,, officials said.
ATTICKD FUNRRAL
Mr. and Mrs. g. J. LowrY and
Mr. Lowery Caldwell attended
the funeral of Mr. Lowry's broth-
er, Eugene Lowry, in Hopkins-
yule Wednesday afternoon. Mr.
Lowry was a resident of that city.
The county also, according Is
Simmons, has received a propqsal
asking it to guarantee other
bonds totalling $30,000 and mem-
bers of the fiscal court signified
their willingness to cooperate by •
authorizing an investigation of
the legal aspects of the proposal.
Final action, it was explained,
cannot be taken until the Bank-
ers Bond Company of Louisville
makes a teport to the county.
Mayor Hollowell said that ten-
tative plans to reduce water rates
and to build a playground here in
Princeton will be called off so
that money will be available to
"save" the hospital, if the funds
are needed.
Construction of the hospital is
progressing rapidly, according to
Lou Elliott, superintendent for
the J. D. Jennings Construction
Co. Elliott said that two-thirds of
the exterior walls were finished
with the pouring of conerete on
the second floor starting Wednes-
day. This will continue, h?. said,
each day for 10 days if there is
no delay in brick arriving at the
site. Four carloads of brick were
ordered from Ohio, one of which
is yet td arrive.
Elliott said that the roofing
would follow immediately after
the exterior walls are completed.
The stone work for the front en-
trance was set Tuesday and steps
were put in Wednesday.
Between 25 and 30 men, in-
cluding brick masons, laborers
and steel workers, are employed
on the construction.
Nine Butler Pupils Go
To Louisville To Play
In All State Band
The All-State Band, consisting
of 158 outstanding boys and girls
selected from high school bands
in the state will participate in
the opening of K.E.A. meeting in
Louisville' tonight at 8 p. m., it
is annouiiced.
Nine Pupils from Butler High
School Band were selected to
play in fired chair positions. They
are Jimmy Boren, baritone; Bob
McConnell, cornet; Rosie Beck,
alto clarinet; and Pat Horn, saxa-
phone. •
Others chosen from the Butler
Band by band directors in the
state are Barbara Franklin, flute;
David Alexander, french horn:
Howard Stone, clarinet; Don
Gregory, drums, a n d Jimmy
Hodge, bass horn.
Members participating f rom
here left Monday for Louisville
where, they practiced three times
daily in preparation for the pro-
gram to be given at Memorial
Auditorium tonight.
Bids Asked To Blacktop
The Hopkinsville Road
Bids will be received April 28
for blacktopping 15.150 miles of
the Hopkinsville-Princeton road,
according to an announcement
this week from John A. Keck,
commissioner of highways, by
State Representative James Han-
ratty. The Princeton road is
blacktopped, but has worn out
because oy winter weather the
past few years. The bids asked
for call for resurfacing the Prince-
ton road Caldwell county line to
forks of the road near Hopkins-
vine, it Was said.
Rev. Hatler Conducts
Revival In Arkansas
The Rev. H. G. M. Hatter, pas-
tor of the First Baptist Church,
is currently conducting 'a two-
week revival at the First Baptist
Church of Star City, Arkansas
The Rev. Carl Overton, former
educational director of the Prince.
ton First Baptist Church, is pas-
tor of the star City church, it is
announced. •
•
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Hospital Building Progresses
Construction of Caldwell County's War Memorial 
Hospital is
well, on its way toward completion. Within 
another five or six
months it may be ready to receive its first patient if 
some $50,000
to $70,000 can be raised to furnish the bonding.
Since the failure of a $70,000 bond issue at the last November
election, the hospital building committee has worked 
assiduously
to find a way to raise the required amount. And 
now, according to
a statement made by Tom Simmons at the Kiwanis 
Club last week,
a solution is in sight. Simmons, who has gener
ously given so much'
of his time and energy to the hospital project, did not disclose how
the money may be obtained, but it is heartening to hear a 
word of
encouragement after the long period of silence.
After the hospital is completed and furnished, for we are sure
it will be, we will oure members of the building committee 
and
others, who made the hospital possible, a debt of gratitude which
can never be repaid.
However, the most we can do for them now is to cooperate in
any way we can to complete and furnish the hospital, which when
finished will be one of' the outstanding assets to Caldwell County.
It will indeed be a memorial for which the people of the county
can take just pride.
This year has been designated by the General Assembly of
Kentucky and Kentucky's Governor as -Home Coming Year," and
for a particular reason. Just two hundred years ago the first white
settlers came into Kentucky, The Dark and Bloody Ground west of
the Cumberlands, and from that day a new horizon hasrv i_ ckont ed_
and called men from every point of the universe.
Kentucky's fertile plains, its towering mountains, its rushing
streams', its fertile fields, and its-withal beauty has attratted men
from all over the world, and once they have come to vjew lis beauty
ansi.spiencior they have remained-to worship at, the shrine of its
•heritage. There is something peculiar about the pull and urge that
come to men as they are inoculated with its glory and its trad,-
tibris. It catches and holds the imagination as no other spot on
earth can.
To those of Kentucky who have wandered away we invite them
to return and revive the memories of past years and bask in the
sunshine and beauty that once was their delight. The latchstring
is out in every home in Kentucky and a welcome is extended to all.
We want you to come back and visit again the Scenes of old and
to revive your spirits at the fountain of youth that never runs dry.
From the Mountains comes the signal call to come home; from
the Bluegrass the strains are magnified; from the Pennyrile the call
is taken up and echoed far into the Purchase, and throughout the
state of your nativity the welcome call to home is heard and we look
for your coming with hearty accord and gladness of heart.
-(Hancock Clarion.)
It has long been the boast of bright-eyed ytuths with a car in
their hands, a girl at their side and faith in their hearts that although
they admittedly drove faster than older and more cautious competi-
tors for the highway they really 'were much safer drivers. "You
see," they explain with the impatient reasonableness of youth,
"we're young and we react more quickly and we're awake and know
what we're doing."
It's a pretty theory and even plausible if you don't look at it
too closely. Unfortunately, like many a plausible theory, it just
isn't true. The World Almanac shows that in 1948 drivers in the
age group through 24 were involved in 31 per cent of all fatal ac-
cidents. A booklet put out by the Travelers Insurance Companies
says: "Four years ago an ominous trend began. Young drivers:from
years old were' causing more than their share of automobile
'accidents. By 1947 the.trend was well established. The percentage
of accidents caused by youthful drivers rose to a new high that year.
and in 1948 an awesome peak was recorded: 26.9 per' cent of all
drivers in fatal accidents were between the ages of 18 and 24." In
Louisville in 1949, of a total of lEIT2' accidents, 4,365 of them in-
volved drivers in the 16-24Sge group. Since it is obvious that by
far the greatest number of motorists are 25 and older it is clear that
the younger ones were hiving more than their proportion of ac-
cidents.
Thus it seems to us that the reclassification of automobile in-
surance rates raising the most to young drivers is only just. As John
P. Mallett of the State Insurance Division pointed out, drivers under
25 constitute only about 15 per cent of all drivers yet are involved in
almost 30 per cent of the accidents covered by insurance. It is only
fair that those who get in trouble should have to pay for it.
Raising the insurance rates may cause the young drivers to
cool off a bit and take those curves a little more slowly. We hope
it does. 
-(The Louisville Times.)
, By Ewing Galloway
Two weeks ago I wrote and syndicated an article about the
costs of fund drives of large charities, particularly the Red Cross,
The March of Dimes, and cancer funds, excepting the Damon Runyon
Fund, which latter is said to have no overhead in the raising and
distributing of money. The article was for the most part erroneous,
inept, and I hereby apologize to all who may be interested. I wired
or wrote to the newspapers asking them to kill the piece, which
nearly all of them did.
The Red Cross subsequently sent me a press release answering
all who question administrative costs. 'I am quoting from the Red
Cross article, and I think it is a well written answer to similar
questions that might be asked the Cancer Society and the March of
Dimes.
"The question most frequently asked in Red Cross cam-
paigns are: 'What is the overhead? How much of,:my gift will go
for salaries and how much for folks who need the Red Cross?'
"These seem to be fair questions, but they may become unreas-
onable if it is assumed that money spent for salaries and other ad-
ministrative expenses do not help people in need. Many thousands
of Red Cross workers do hard work 'without pay other than personal
satisfaction. In nearly one-third of all Red Cross chapters all activi-
ties are conducted by volunteers. Yet the larger part of the organi-
zation's budget is the salary item. The salaries are paid people who
serve people in need, or supervise people who serve people in need.
"'How much of my contribution to the Red Crap campaign./
actually gets to the people who need it?' is the way some people put
it. Only a minor share of the annual budget is actually expended for
gtoceries,vclothing and shelter. But are these tangible goods the
only form of relief? This conception of relief is widely held; butjudged by such measures, the Red Cross suffers unfairly.
A child swimming at a picnic is caught in the rapids of a river
and screams for help. A Red Cross trained life saver plunges in
and rescues him. Is the cost of trkning this life saver overhead or
"A whole (sown/may is stricken with influenza .or typhoid or
polio and scores of Red Cross trained women are recruited to assist
the few graduate nurses. available. Lives are saved. Should the
cost of this training be called overhead or relief?"
. •
. The writer goes on to say that "of the 9,000 Nage employees of
,the Red Cross chapters 8,000 are. home serviCe worker*, discharging
glocally the chapter's responsibilities toward Service men, sseterests
and their dependents,. •
,(Synclicated By The. Union courtty Advocate)
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Princeton's Easter parade began
early Sunday morning under
cloudy skies as hundreds flocked
to their own' churches ahead of
time to find seats. We can thank
the weatherman for being good
to us all by refusing to send
showers this Easter. He gave the
ladies a chance to show their
bonnets and the husbands an op-
portunity to show off their lady
bosses. The bonnets were pretty
DICK OBERLIN
WHAS
_knit Ringo*.
Sex crimes. Where does the
trouble lie?
During the recent meeting In
'Louisville of the Kentucky State
Bar Association, the question was
raised at a panel discussion on
criminal procedure. Acting as
moderator of the session was Wil-
liam J. Wise, commonwealth's at-
torney of Campbell county, and
others participating were Judge
James W. Cammack of the State
Court of Appeals; James Park,
commonwealth's attorney of Fay-
ette county and William Heiden-
berg, a Louisville attorney.
These lawyers agreed that our
present laws are inadequate for
controlling sex-crimes, and they
agreed that a study by made and
recommendations be forthcoming
from the study.
Moderator Wise himself an-
nounced that he would introduce
a resoultion asking the bar asso-
ciation to study the advisability
of offering new legislation to deal
with sex crimes.
One man present at the discus-
sion was Dr. Spafford Ackerly,
who is now lawyer, but a phychi-
atrist. The legal intellects listen-
ed, though, listened intently as
Dr. Ackerly told them that .pun-
ishment is not the answer to sex
criminals, that confinement will
not alone solve the problem.
There was a time, not many
weeks ago, when everybody in the
country seemed to have lost his
or her head about sex crimes.
And, there was some justification
fcr this, since in a shrrt period of
time, a number of violent sex
crimes were top national news.
It is doubtful, however, that
any more sex crimes were com-
mitted during the period; they
just received more attention. One
of the sorry things about a crime
of this type is that so often it is
covered up.
No, not long ago, newspapers
and radiostations in a number of
communities agreed not to use the
'tarots of victims of sex crimes
except in cases of murder, of
course, in hopes that more such
crimes would be reported to po-
lice if the- victims knew they
would be protected from unpleas-
ant publicity.
That's a step forward. Just as
public recognition that this is a
problem of mental health just as
much - or more - than it is a
question of crime is necessary to
an intelligent approach to the
solution.
Sex criminals are a menace,
yes. But that's the penalty we
pay, one of many penalties, for
our highly complex civilization.
One thing which will, in itself,
help is better education and pub-
lic recognition that such prob-
lems exist, plus fearless public
discussion of them.
There should 110 no pampering
of sex criminals; their punishment
should be swift and sure. But we
'should recognize also that only
punishment, as Dr. Ackerly
pointed out, is not enough. There
must be treatment of their men-
tal illness while they are behind
bars.
Then, maybe we can take the
next great step, which is treat-
ment of most criminals for what
they are. What they are
-most
criminals, that ls-are men and
women who are mentally ill.
It doesn't do us any good to
send persons to jail for one year,
or five or ten, and then turn them
loose on society again because
they have served an allotted num-
ber of days in jail and behaved
themselves reasonably well while
they paid their debt to society.
This doesn't do any.alore good
than confining people to mental
institutions and znercly keeping
them tb.ere, securely rocked up-
more or less safe from themselves
and from the rest of us
-without
giving them a doctor's treatment
for their mental Illness.
The sooner our nation as a
Whole realizes that we can cut a
whisk tot of expense off our
prison and mental hospital bill
by treating those with mental
Illness instead of confining them
-the sooner site tarn that a good
many people can be rehabilitated,
can become good, deSeendable, tax-
paying
-members of society in-
stead of leirdeni who cost other
taxpayers money, the' better off
• we will be.
Each of us has a lesson to learn
-and A stake in the results.
The best location for a poultry
farm is declared by exper‘s to be
within the area of a large com-
munity, where prices are main-
tained at top levels.
Peanut shells are regarded by
most gardeners as excellent ma-
terial to use in mulching both
flowers and vegetables.
One of the oldest Congregation-
al church bodies in New York
state is that at Orient, Long Is-
land, organized in 1735.
Ulysses S. Grant's father 'was a
tanned. The boy-who was to be-
come president started as an ap-
prentice in the family sole-leath-
er tannery.
Tallest lighthouse in the U. S.
is on Cape Hatteras, N. C. It is
194.feet tall.
-WORLD- IS- A-,BRIDG4g, by
this year-and the bosses toe • Christine Weston (Scribner's;
' $3)
It is about India, of course, this
new novel by Mrs. Weston, an
India complete with begum, rani,
babu and raja and, this time, with
Sikh, Muslim and Hindu. For this
Is the great country torn by the
fresh problems due to the de-
parture of the English and to par-
tition. and over these pages wave
the green Muslin flags and the
Congress tricolor.
The story opens with Anand's
tryst with the charcoal burner's
young, dark sister, Javni; with
the picnic given by Begum Ham-
idullah, at which Kiran, wating
for her husband Anad, is late,
idullah, at which Kiran, waiting
Sikh Jaswant; with the murder
of a Muslin and subsequent riot-
ing: with Prince Vikram's decis-
ion to defy his mother, Komala,
and aiipoint his inexperienced
poet friend Firoze as the finance
secretary of his state, Khatakpur.
The story then shifts to the
state, where Komala ntrgues to
hold onto her power. Vkram000
is Hindu; Satish, captgin of his
guards, is Hindu; Rahman, his
general, is Muslin; Firoze is
Muslin; Kiran and Anand are
Hindu. There is no limit, to the
dissension, as there is no limit
to the possibilities of it. The man
and wife are of different and an-
tagonistic classes; the Hindu plots
against another Hindu too lenient
with Mualins; the Hindu and
. • Muslin plot against each other.
And under the hot sun, in the lazy
existence in the palace, love
springs up where it is not expect-
ed, and fastens itself on the con-
venient rather than the appro-
priate objects.
That is to say, this is a picture
of the confusion which presumab-
ly accompanies any great social
cataclysm. Some people are ready
to meet their responsibilities nob-
13'; others nourish unworthy am-
bitions; still others mean well but
lack ability. Despite' the unde-
niable drama, and the persuasive
native flavor, this seems to me not
exclusively about India. It is as
if Mrs. Weston had tried to dress
up an alien eastern problem in
western forms. The fit is not per-
fect.
we add.
• • •
Noticed a report from Ver-
sailles, Ky., t het a Woodford
county Man hauled a jackass to
Florida for an overseas flight
Easter Sunday. I didn't read the
article to find out the animal's
name, but I assumed McCarthy
must be off to some foreign coun-
try to probe into the life of an-
other State Department official.
• • •
Faces of The Leader staff sure-
ly were red last week after the
paper came out with a boxed story
telling about the change of time
of the Friday night Union Church
service. We didn't think that
members of the Princeton Minis-
terial Association would meet af-
ter the paper went to bed Wed-
nesday night and change the time
of the service a third time. The
right to change one's mind isn't
reserved for women we were told.
# • • •
News of the_ superior rating
which the Butler ' High School
band and other local music pupils
received at the recent district
music contest at Madisonville
should make us proud of our
youngsters and their band direc-
tor, K. V. Bryant. Many schools
in the state with more pupils to
select from and more money to
spend on instruments would be
glad to change places with our
band when honors are passed out.
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and 
annittions Of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and 
Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the 
yellowed files of Twice-
A-Week Leader Of those years will -bet published 
eas a regular Leader
feature, The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton 
re.
porters, shortis, after the turn of the century, wrote 
them
R. H. Akin spent the weekend
very pleasantly In Memphis as
guests of their daughter, Mrs.
Edward McCamey.
• • •
April 28, 1931. Mrs. M.H.
Blythe, Mrs. L. K. Butler and We.
W. L. Davis attended the Mission-
ary Conference at Madisonville
one day Last week. They were ac-
companied on the trip, which was
made in the Blythe car, by Alfred
Shore and Marion Catlett.
October 27, 1927. Mr. and Mrs.
Harry B. Long and son, Harry
Joe, of this city, and Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Long, of Jackson, Tenn.,
left here today for Powderly,
where they will attend a family
reunion at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. H. C. Willis. Mrs. Margurite
Neace and family, of Rochester,
Ky., will also be of the party.
Mrs. Neace and Mrs. Willis are
daughters of Mr. Long, Sr., and
Harry's sisters.
• • •
October 25, 1921. Miss Dale
Johnson, Mrs. G. R. Newman and
Mrs. L. K. Butler were in May-
field last week attending the
U.D.C. meeting.
• • •
October 25, 1921. Marshall Eld-
red, who recently suffered a dis-
located arm, went to Nashville
last Friday to consult a special-
ist, returning home Saturday.
October 25, 1921. tr. and Mrs.
R. R. Taylor, of Scottsburg, were
in town Saturday.
• • •
October, 7, 1927. Mrs. Sudie
P'Pool has returned from a Pleas-
ant six weeks' visit to her son,
Dr. Bruce "P'Pool, and other lea-
tives at Nashville, where she at-
tended the Tennessee State Fair.
Mrs. P'Pool reports that Dr.
P'Pool is erecting a handsome
$18,000 home in the city of his
adoption. 
.
April 28, 1931. Mrs. Jonnie
Winstead, Mrs. J. H. Watson and
Mrs. Frederick Von Olschewski
spent the weekend pleasantly in
Paducah, as guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Winstead.
May 21, 1940. Earl Hillyard, of
this city, today was elected dele-
gate from the first Congressional
District to the Republican Par-
ty's National Convention to be
held in Philadelphia June 23.
. .
Mr. Hillyard, a former tax as-
sessor of this city, is the first
Princetonian to be so honored in
the Twentieth century and is the
second Caldwell countian to be so
honored.
April 28. 1931. Hon. and Mrs.
The ideal home% one that not only looks beautiful, but works beauti-
fully as well, one that enables you to move smoothly from task to task.
Cooking, housekeeping, entertaining—even just plain living—
can be made easier, more pleasant, more comfortable, more Conven-
ient with the help of your electric servants.
Add your electric servants as you can afford to buy them. With
our low cost electricity, the cost of using them is negligible.
Where does your home stand in pleasant living? Ask your dealer
for a free check list for your home. Remember electrical housewares
Make jdeal gifts for all occasions.
•
'KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
Washington
Letter
rhe mineral cobalt
found essential in
newly discovered •vitegh
The Latter-day Sais
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,charter members.
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West bore the names of
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By Jane Eads
Washington - Beware of the
high pressure alesman who may
try to enter your home on this
year's "g en gimmick" - the
census National Bettei Bus-
iness ur eau recommends that
doo ci-door salesmen represent-
in "themselves as census takers
'be reported to Police immediate-
ly. Census takers show their
credentials. Any persons unwil-
ling to do so should be 'reported.
In the -golden gimmick" game.
as it is known to high-pressure
salesmen, door-to-door canvassers
represent themselve initially as
"making a radio survey" or "tak-
ing a poll." They represent that
the "sponsors" will give the
housewife some commodity if she
send a dollar with her "vote". A
variation of the scheme is to re-
Quire box tops or labels with the
"votes" - plus cash payments.
"Legitimate research firms have
nothing to, sell and no contracts
for housewives to sign." The
Better Business Bureau Insists.
Uncle Sam's 140,000 census tak-
ers all have a card which they'll
show you the minute they ring
your doorbell. They'll also have a
big'schedule "kit", across the top
of it you can read "1950 Census
of the United States." The card
bears a seal of the U. S. Depart-
ment of Commerce printed over
the name of the enumerator. Af-
ter he shows his credentials the
The average person
equivalent of twice-
globe in the course of a
Annual shoe produCtisa•
United States is appro
three pairs per capita.
•
Man or woman tens
ask the following aerial
minion about oath
the family:
Name? Relationship to
family? Race? Sex? Age!
Matta? State or country s
Citizen? Of those over it
age, the census
-taker
employment status last
supation or industry
worker. The enumerator
ask of every fifth individ
additional questions: State,
ty, farm or non
-farm r
year ago (to measure '
tion from farms to cities
versa, country of birth of
and mother, highest
school attended and
tendance.
Another group of questi
be asked every fifth person
over: If unemployed, duns
unemployment? Number of
worked-in 1949? Incomes.
in 1949 from (a) v;ages
lea; (b) own business, pro
or farm; (c) interest, di
rents or other income'
received in 1949 'by reit
same household in same
ies? Veteran status of males.
The Better Business
participated in a national
paign to curb activities of
men representing to be
surveys in order to gain
Into homes. Officials pole
the campaign was successf',.
warn that some salesmen. 0'
collectors begin using the
"census" to gain entry,
the 1950 census.
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edonia News
. and Mrs. Allen Futler,
sonville, spent Easter holt-
with his mother, Mrs. Am-
utter,
• and Mrs. Bill Smith and
Billy, were shopping in Pa-
duce,. Clarksville, Tenn., were
guests of Mr. and Mn. Ivan R.
Bennett during the holidays.
Miss Carol Quertermoua, Mur-
ray, spent a few days last week
with her father, J. B. Querter-
rs. Malcolm Blackburn and
titers, Janet and Marilyn, are
ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
e Beavers in Detroit.
is W. M. Young, Mrs. Cecil
her and Miss Imogene Wig-
in were in Evansville Thurs-
I. Frank Harmon, Ft. Knox,
t the holidays with his par.
Mr. and Mrs. 'Ed Harmon.
ankle Wright, student of
pbellsville College, Camp-
viile, spent the Easter holi-
with Mr. and Mrs. V. E.
man.
. and Mrs. E. C. Harwood
children, Leilani and Charles,
f .Morganfield, were guests
r parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. L.
is, Sunday afternoon. Also
were Sunday dinner guests
F. and Mrs. Frank Grubbs
yen county,
. and Mrs. 'Charles Young,
sville, were the weekend
Is of her sisters, Mrs. Veldin
•ell. Mr. Yandell and Van.
"ss Frances Young and Mr.
n Trigg, of Lexington, were
ts of her parents,. Mr. and
W. M. Young:- during the
ayS.
Lewis Baker and Jess Yan-
'ttended "Tater Day" in Ben-
Monday.
, and Mrs. Clarence E. Rus-
re the parents of a.baby girl,
aret Fay, weight 81/2 pounds.
was born at Princeton hospi-
aturday night.
and Mrs. Willie Holman,
pton, were Sunday guests of
daughter, Mrs. Glenn Rog-
Mr. Rogers and family. They
ded the Easter program at
First Presbyterian church
ay morning.
. and Mrs. Dewey Cart-
ht, Evansville, spedt the
end with, her parents, Mr.
Mrs. S. G. Wigginton, at
s. Gene Rogers entertained
"Sunbeams- of the Baptist
ch with an Easter egg hunt
er home Tuesday afternoon.
. Donald Brasher arrived
rday to visit with his parents,
and Mrs. Cecil Brasher. Since
uation • from University of
'Cr he has spent several days
his aunt, Mrs. H. H. Perry-
and Mr. Perryman in Phoe-
Ariz.
r. and Mrs. Charles T. Taylor,
aria Miss Lemma S.
Mrs. W. B. Conway and chil-
dren, Joe and Carolyn, Mrs.
George Milroy and Mrs. Mettle
Rice were in Hopkinsville Satur-
day.
Dinner guests of Mrs. Nell
Burklow Sunday were Mr. and
Mrs. Marshall Rushing, Mrs. Eth-
el Barnett and Aubrey Rushing,
Evansville; Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Moore and daughter, Bonita.
Princeton; Mr. and Mrs. Coy
Moore and son, Junior, and Miss
Nancy Truitt. Afternoon guests
were Mr. and Mrs. Walt Neal of
Marion,
Mr. and Mrs. Smith Lowery
spent the 'quigidays with their
daughter, Mrs. Guy Cunningham,
Mr. Cunningham and Suzanne in
Decatur, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. JeweA Kirkwood,
Dawson Springs, w64 guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Rogers over
the weekend.
Mr. James Quertermous is in
Gary, Ind., this week where he
expects to be employed.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Moore and
Coy Moore,.._ Jr, 'left Monday
morning for Frankfort where Mr.
Moose will-be employed as a con-
tractor for several months,
Messrs. "Ted" and Alta Bolsture
went to Nashville Monday morn-
ing to bring their father, Roy
Boisture, home from Vanderbilt
hospital where he submitted to
surgery. They were accompanied
home by Mrs. Huston Vinson who
has been at the bedside of her
father during his hospitalization.
Mrs. Jimmy Kunnecke, Calvert
City, visited her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Brasher, Saturday.
An Easter program was present-
ed at the First Presbyterian
church Sunday morning by Sun-
day School classes of Mrs. James
Landes, Mrs. Cecil Brasher and
Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett. Vocal num-
bers rendered were "Place Your
Hand In T h e Nail-Scarred
Hand," sung by Billy Sam Young;
Miss Betty Sue Holloman sang
"Neath The Old Olive Trees." and
a duet by Sharon and Kay Rog-
ers, "He Lives On High". Musical
numbers were under the direc-
tion of Mrs. Bennett. Rev. Char-
les Bunce, of Paducah, delivered
a beautiful Easter message Sun-
day afternoon at 5 o'clock, includ-
ing the Communion service. ,
Mrs. Landes and Mrs. Brasher
entertained with an egg hunt im-
mediately after the program Sun-
Horton. modkal aciiinc• duomq4
conalani namiarch bar in Om lad
&mad* don* much to increcs•
U,. We span of ua all. Knowing
Ink Hhaa boan all to easy lot ca
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HOGAN TURNS ON STEAM: Ben Hogan, Hershey, Pa., drives
from the third tee in second round of the Masters Golf Tournament
Friday in Augusta, Ga. Trying for a comeback after seriously
injured in a highway accident, Hogan finished the front nine of
the second round in 32, four undel. par, to tie Lawson Little for
the lead through 27 holes. (AP Wirephote)
day morning on the church lawn.
Mrs. Euclid Quertermous di-
rected a musical program at the
Cumberland Presbyterian church
Sunday morning, and an egg hunt
was held on the church lawn Sun-
day afternoon for the young peo-
ple of the church.
A "Childhood Education and
Health Program" group meeting
was held at the High School audi-
torium Friday afternoon. Dr. W.
L. Cash, Princeton, was guest
speaker. All the county teachers
including the Fredonia faculty
were present.
.The Junior-Senior banquet was
among the outstanding features
of last weeks activities at the
school. It was held Friday night
at the school auditorium. Sixty-
three were present, including the
Junior and Seniors, school faculty
Ind guests. Mr. Richard K. Bell,
of Cleveland, Ohio, was guest
speaker for the occasion. Other
out-of-town guests were Supt.
and Mrs. Clifton Clift. Dinner
was served by the P. T. A.
Pvt. John, A. Dunning, Ft.
Knox, spent the holidays with his
mother, Mrs. Ruth Dunning.
Mrs. Leora Spickard left Thurs-
day for her home in Detroit after
a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Blackburn.
Miss Bonnie Jean King, accom-
panied by her roommate, Miss
Marina Cosenza, both students of
Bethel Woman's College. Hop-
kinsville, spent the Easter holi-
days with Miss King's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. King. Miss
Cosenza's home is in Honduras,
Central America.
Miss Dorothy Parr attended a
meeting of Southern Bell Tele-
phone chief' operators in Hop-
kinsville Tuesday.
Mr. Guy Rustin, Jr., student at
Campbellsville College, Camp-
bellsville, spent the holidays with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Rustin, Sr. Mr. Rustin is a min-
isterial student.
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn Rogers Sunday were Mr.
and Mrs. Willis Holman, Renton,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Vinson and
Mrs. Rebecca Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Eldridge and
daughter, Carrie, were called to
Tennessee Thursday of last week
by the critical illness of his sister.
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Permafrost Scares
Military Engineers
Washington — Permafrost has
become the scare word for United
States military engineers in cen-
tral Alaska. They knew very lit-
tle about it until they began to
do heavy building in the areas of
Ladd and Eason Fields, near
Fairbanks, in the last war.
Now they have learned that
permafrost mtist be a major con-
sideration in planning any con-
struction in that region. Perma-
frost is ground that is frozen the
year around. If you try to build
on it, it thaws and becomes oozy
as quicksand.
It is generally covered with
low, thick, mossy vegetation,
which insulates it against sum-
mer heat. When you scrape off
the surface cover it begins to melt.
It goes two to 100 feet deep;
averages 15 feet. Much of it is a
fine silt.
When attempts have been made
to build on it, the buildings set-
tled and tilted. Runway § for air-
planes or heavy duty roads built
on permafrost usually sink, crack,
or heave—unless special precau-
tions are taken.
The Army Corps of Engineers
and others who have worked in
the central area of Alaska —
Anchorage and areas to the south
are not affected by permafrost—
have found that the best thing
is to find a location where there
is little or no permafrost. It comes
in patches—some deep, some
thin; and in some places it does
not exist.
Where it becomes necessary to
build over permafrost, deep exca-
vations have been found to be
the best solution. A very large
area under and around the build-
ing site it scooped out; then all
but the basement space is filled
in with coarse material, such as
gravel.
Contractors for the Corps of
ETON,. KeNTUCKY
Mack Sees Five. Team
American League Battle
of 11. We're going to rectify that
mistake in Bostort If jt's possible.
I just can't figure it out. We used
could."
.the pitchers, when we
— 
Mach looks for a ForiTs —addi-
tional help from Bob Dillinger,
American League base stealing
champion and third leading bat-
ter, and Bob Hooper, who helped
hurl Buffalo's Bisons to the In-
ternational League title.
Tillinger's speed and hitting
will be a big factor," says Mack.
"No, he will not run on his own.
I don't know where the fellow
Who wrote that story got his in-
formation. Dillinger will play as
I see fit, for the best interest of
the team. We expect him to be
quite an improvement 'over Hank
Majeski.
"Hooper and pick Fowler were
the first to show some real
pitching in our West Palm Beach
camp. Hooper allowed the Dodg-
ers just one run in his first 11
innings this spring."
Connie calls his mound coos a
"good staff," Behind 20-game
winner Alex Kellner he has two
other standout southpaws in Lou
Brissie and Bobby Shantz. After
Hooper he has Joe Coleman, Dick
Fowler and Carl Scheib.
"Our -catching is very good,"
says the man who first managed a
big league team in 1894 when he
piloted Pittsburgh. "Joe Astroth
looks like a good hitter though he
hit only .243 last. year. Back of
him are Joe Tipton and Fermin
Guerra.
"I consider our infield excellent
with Dillinger on third, Eddie
Joost at short, Pete Suder on sec-
ond and Ferris Fain on first?Rar-
ney McCosky looks good and I
plan to start him in die opening
By Frank Eck
WM Palm Beach, Fla. — Con-
nie Mack is 87 and still eager-
eager f o r another American
League_pennant race to  get un-
der way. You can't blame him. •
This is Old Connle's 50th les-
son, his Golden Jubilee, as man-
ager of the Philadelphia Athlet-
ics. He is the only manager the
A's ever had.
The gjd Can, as his platers af-
fectionately call him, was caught
here just before hts A's broke
camp. He was Wearing a new
white panama .hat and a healthy
look.
"We expect to win the pen-
nant," he said in a clear sharp
tone when queried about his
team. "Boston, New York, Cleve'
land, Detroit and the A's will be
in a five-team fight for the
American League flag.
"Anyone of these five can win
it. Retnember that. But if the boys
feel as I do why we,can win this
thing. This is a bik one for me.
I'd like to win it very much."
(Lest we forget, last4iear the
A's finished fifth, 111- genies be-
hind the champion Yankees. The
A's beat the Indians 13 times and
lost 9 last year for their only ad-
vantage over first division clubs.)
"Another thing," .reminds Con-
nie, "is the fact.that Boston beat
us 11 straight in Fenway Park.
We beat them almost as regular-
ly in Shibe Park, winning 8 out
Engineers recently excavated for
a tycipal row of eight houses.
Only 1,120 cubic yards of earth
would have had to be moved for
the excavation for the basements
in this country, at a cost of about
$1 a yard. But for those houses
in Alaska 6,220 cubic yards of
permafrost had to be dug out,
then 5,100 cubic yards of gravel
had to be back-filled. The total
cost of the operation was $30-,
150. as compared to a cost of
$1,120 here.
When building a heavy duty
road in this country, engineers
normally excavate for 21/2 feet be-
fore laying the roadbed. In silty
permafrost, the excavation for
such a road normally is 9.7 feet
deep.
Some attempts have been made
to put up buildings on pilings in
the permafrost. But often the piles
have heaved up and tilted the
house as the deep ice froze around
them.
The engineers are now trying
to work out a new technique for
building small homes in the Ladd
and Eilson areas. They would
scrape off the surface begetation
and lay a layer of gravel on the
top soil, about 18 to 38 inches
deep. On top of it they would lay
concrete slabs to form the foun-
dation for basementless houses.
The gravel, they believe, will act
as insulation and prevent the per-
mafrost from melting.
Another problem is laying
sewers and water lines in the
permafrost. They freeze up and
twist. To get around this the en-
gineers build underground tun-
neus of concrete, called "utili-
dors", through which the water,
heat and other utility pipes and
lines are run. The heated pipes
keep the water from freezing and
keep the utilidors warm.
A sport shirt specially designed for active sports. New,,
extra lightweight fabrics that keep you cool on the,
warmest sumnier days. A ,new design—full cut for o loose
easy fit, yet the knit waist band holds shIrt in
place. Now available in o wide range of colors.
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Vent
game. He'll be In left, with Barn
Chapman in center 'and Elmer
Vulo in right."
Like Dillinger and Hooper, Mc-
Crady figures to make the A's
stronger. McCosky, though on Use
disabled list last year with a bad
back, has a .320 lifetime mark for
seven years. Dilllnger stole 20
bases for the 1949 Browns and
his .324 batting mark was third
Kell and Tad Wilr
hams.
Hooper won 11 straight for the
Buffalo Bisons and finished with
a 19-3 record.
"Hooper is a bit more advanc-
ed than the average rookie pitch-
er," says pitching coach Mickey
Cochrane, back in baseball since
he retired as Detroit manager in
1938. "He has good control and
Jane WYMAN
Marlene
DIETRICH
Richard
TODD
that's important. It's half of
pitching. He's always around the
plate. Those bases on balls can
drive yod nuts."
"You can say that again, Mick-
ey." said Mr. Mack.
Most weasels have *cent glands'.
but the skunk has carried their
use to the extreme.
,ukDup5uisiI blue 
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Arthritic, Rheumatic victims offered
renewed hope t Amazing new "Film-
Coated" tablet acts in small le-
tustitne — not In stomach. A
quickly enters blood stress:1.1V
acid Is reduced. Long lasting ratio:
Is Speeded to every deep-beau...I
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Gardeners Judged
By Compost Piles
By Cynthia Lowry
Gardeners may be arbitrarily
divided—inter—MO
who have compost piles and those
who do not.
Most garden hobbyists who do
not have a compost pile are unfor-
tunates whose grounds are quite
small or whose lot is without an
unexposed, unobtrusive corner
where this project may be under-
taken. Others consider it a messy
Job and can't be bothered.
Those who do spend a little
time year round buiding and oc-
casionally feeding and tending a
pile of moldering organic matter
usually wind up feeling a pride
comparable with the production
of a prize rose or raising 'a pine
tree from seed.
Compost is as important a gar-
den tool as a spading fork, or
more important. It Is, in it's final
form, a food-rich soil perfect for
combining with other soil. It is a
tonic, a meal, a prescription for
inadequaee earth.
There are as many ways to
build a compost pile as there are
recipes in a basic cook-book.
They can be made in a large hole
in the ground. They can be piled
on top of the ground. They can be
encased in wood, in concrete
blocks, in metal—there's no end to
' the variations. But what goes into
the pile is uniform.
The primary ingredient is
plants—leaves, weeds, pea pods,
beet tops, expendable plants in
the thinning out process. The rule
of thumb is soft, green material—
no hard woods, nothing thick
which would take a long time to
succumb to nature's process of
combined action by water and
bacteria.
A compost pile works best
when given some assists and
when it is built like a giant
sandwich. The first or bottom lay-
er should be plant material. When
it reaches a height of a foot or a
little mOre, a thin layer of soil —
not necessarily one's best soil —
is spread. If the gardener has a
good supply of fresh or well-rot-
ted manure, it's good to add 8
thin layer of that. Then comes an-
other plant layer, and the process
is repeated again.
No matter at what stage of
construction, the top of the pile
shduld be concave, so that it will
catch and hold rain water. It's a
good idea to let the pile settle a
bit before applying the soil or
fertilizer layer.
The one thing to remember
about a compost pile is that it
must be turned over once every
three or four months — except
during winter. At that time, the
pile should be liberally dosed
with lime.
Turning the pile can be awkard
work. That's why my favorite
type of compost • pile is a square
one, outlined and built up a bit
with hollow concrete blocks,
anchored at the corners with
stakes. When turning time comes,
one side of the pile can be opened
by removing the blocks. To catch
drying green material piled into
the enclosure, it's-not hard to ruh
a square of chicken wire around
the top.
There are a number of prepara-
tions on the market which hasten
the decomposition of the material.
Also, it's a good idea to keep the
pile in a shady place so that water
won't dry out too quickly...,
Generally speaking, it takes a
year or more to turn material into
usable compost.
• • •
Better Sex Criminal
Treatment Is Urged
Chicago — (AP) — The Ameri-
can Municipal Association says
cities need better facilities for ex-
amining and treating persons ac-
cused of sex crimes. The organi-
zation looked over facts gathered
in 30 cities, and commented:
"Recent sensational sex crimes
have, spurred several cities and
states toward more effective
means to cope with sex offenders.
Surveys and studies 'are under
way or have been completed in
St. Louis, Oklahoma City and Se-
attle. Bills strengthening sex
crime laws have been introduced
in several legislatures.
"Chicago, Detroit and St. Louis
reported they have clinics for di-
agnosis and treatment of persona
arrested for sex crimes. Other cit-
ies, generally, make some provi-
sions for special care of sex
crime defendants, but clinioal fa-
cilities for treatment are inade-
quate in most."
Ten states—Wisconsin, Illinois,
New York, Missouri, Minnesota,
Indiana, Tennessee, Ohio, Michi-
gan and Orgon—produces 85 per
cent of the national cheese supply.
Wisconsin produces almost 50
per cent of America's cheese sup-
ply.
Wm: M. YOUNG
Allis Chsla.rs
Ileakr
Freda* ly
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it's Time Now to...  
REJUVENATE THIS TOWN OF OURS
DURING PRINCETON'S ANNUAL CLEAN-UP DAYS
s
Starting April 16 And Ending April 22
WE CAN ALL
HELP
By
RAKING THE LAWN
CUTTING THE GRASS
TRIMMING HEDGES and TREES
PAINTING THE HOUSE
DISPOSING OF ALL KINDS OF
ACCUMULATED RUBBISH
REPAIRING SIDEWALKS
CLEANING OUT THE GARAGE
FILLING UP OLD HOLES
SEALING UP OLD WELLS AND
CISTERNS
CLEANING OUT THE BASE-
MENT AND DOZENS OF
OTHER WAYS
PRINCETON RESIDENTS in past years have developed a very strong pride
in the beauty of their homes and town. The trees on our lawns, the
roomy yards around our homes, the well-kept lawns have become a trade-
mark of Princeton ... let's keep it that way . . . that we may always be
proud of our community spirit that hds made Princeton a good communi-
ty in which to live.
LATELY THESE MOST admirable qualities have begun to slip a little away
from us. NOW is the time to re-capture them. Now is the time by a
concerted effort to restore the things that have mode us proud of our .
town.
DURING THE WINTER months things were wont to accumulate . . . things
like waste materials, bottles, tin cans, boxes and all manner of junk. Win-
ter weather has left its mark causing paint to peel, cracks to open in walls,
walks, foundations, shingles to loosen. Spring thaws have settled things
now somewhat.
ALL THESE THINGS have a deterring effect on our civic pride if not reme-
died as soon as possible. Our out-of-town friends visiting Princeton notice
these things. And that's why we should make a determined effort to
stop the things that may cause critics to call ours "a dirty little city"!
LET'S GET BEHIND the annual clean-up individually. Have a look
around you and how do you think your premises look to the neighbors?
REMEMBER . . . the better clean-up, fix-up job you do for your own prop-
erty the better the whole picture of Princeton is going to be. DO YOUR
PART IN THIS CLEAN-UP.
•
SPRING IS
HERE
The Princeton Businesses listed
below are looking forward to
leading the way in making the
Princeton area a better, more
prosperous place in which to
live and trade.
Let's Give a Spring Cleaning to
winter's gloom and greet the
new season with energy and
optimism! The City Fire Depart-
ment plans an inspection of
property a n d alleys during
Clean-Up Week. Make their
job easy by making your prop-
erty spotless.
By Taking An Active Pail In This Annual Clean-Up
Help Prevent Fires
Promote Public Health
Improve Your Neighborhood
Protect Your Property Investment
Add To Your Own and Your Children's Safety
This Important Message Sponsored By These Firms Cooperating In This Clean-Up:
- WILLIAMSON DRUG STORE
IDEAL FOOD MARKET
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Ins. Agt.
C. A. WOODALL INS., Agency
C. A. Woodall Virgil Smith
MITCHELL BROS PLUMBING & HEATING CO.
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PRINCETON STEAM LAUNDRY
B. N. LUSBY CO.
WAMORCHAM
"Your Laundry & Dry Cleaning Service"
BODENHAMER'S
WOOD BROS.
"Dadin Lad Store"
WOOD DRUG STORE
CHERRY'S PRODUCE
McCONNELL ELECTRIC CO.
ARNOLD LIGON TRUCK LINE
A. H. TEMPLETON, Florist
4.r".
•.••• 
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Department's only pumper out of
action temporarily. As a fireman
parked the 1917 vintage truck,
there was a backfire, a sputter
and then flames as the wiring
went up in smoke.
Vellow Pages
You'll find the answers to
"'Who sells it?' Where are
they ,ocatedr ano to many
other questions in the NEW
Classified Section of your
telephone Directory.
Southern Bell Telephone
and Telegroph Company
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Vaccination Checks
Blackleg In Calves
Most eattlemen now vaccinate
calves to prevent blackleg, says
Dr. Ross Brown of the Expek.1-
ment Station, University of - Ken-
tucky. Vaccination is a simple and
inexpensive practice that almost
Insures calves against this disease.•
Blackleg is probably more prev-
alent in the spring than in any
other season, although it occurs
the year-round, according to
Brown. Calves and young cattle
develop the disease any time
from birth until two and a half
to three years old. •
The first symptom of blackleg
is usually lameness. Also there
may be signs of general infection,
such as depression, fever and
tremors. Swellings nearly always
develop in t h e shoulder, hip,
chest, back or flank. In most cas-
es blackleg is fatal in 12 to 48
hours. Nothing can be done for
the calf after it develops a full-
fledged case of blackleg. ,
did not thrive. The following year
a larger lot landed at New York
and soon started multiplying.
During the next 30 years, there
were 19 additional importations.
By 1913 the sparrow had ir,...read
all over this country, much of
Canada and Mexico and invaded
San Diego, last city to be reached.
"Few if any other birds have
displayed in this country an adap-
tability and a determination to
survive ,equaled by the English
sparrow," comments a Departs
.ment of Agriculture expert.
The scare against the English
sparrow is threefold:. '
First, it eats much grain. Ex-
perts figure that adult birds' food
habits are only 20 per cent bene-
ficial to man, and 55 per cent
'harmful. The fact that nestlings
reverse this with a score of 59
per cent beneficial and 29 per
cent harmful does not full offset
the damage.
Second, it drives out native
birds such as bluebirds, purple
martins, robins, wrens and swat-
TERMITE SPECIALISTS
OVER 3,500 CONTRACTS -
Some of Largest in
The Country
FREE
INSPECTION AND ESTIMATES
WITTY AND CARL
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
I'. 0. BOX 256 PHONE 775-W
A REALLY
A9049 surf
Per Week
Model
NC-8G
ROOMY—More than 8 Cu ft
of refrigerated storage space
...Full 14 sq ft of shelf area...
Plenty for large families.
DE LUXE—Packed with work-
saving, trouble-saving conven-
iences .. „Deep fruit and
vegetable drawers . . . Deep
meat drawer . . . Stainless-
steel freezer ... Stainless-steel
shelves.
•Space Maker
REFRIGERATOR
More than 2,200,000 G-I Ref rigerators
have been in usi for 10 years or longer!
rinceton Lumber Co.
Seminary St.
Authorized D•olor
Phone 2081
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At The Churches
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
Services:
at 9:45,a. m.
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m.
CYF meets at 0:00 p. in. each
Sunday.
Evening Worship at 7:30.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednes
lay at 7:00 p. m.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. Floyd Loperlido, pastor
SUNDAY
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
10:45 a.m. Morning Service
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
WEDNESDAY
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service
8:15 p.m. Choir Practice
SMALL BOYS MESS EQUIPMENT: This was the mess left by two curious small boys, 9 and 11
years old, who clambered aboard 0 $20,000 cateraillar tractor on the Hollywood freeway project
last week in Los Angeles, sod started moving levers around. The big earth mover started over
an embankment and down 225 feet, finally piling up on top of another of the machines. Mrs Rose
Andrews, who thought for a while her house would be struck, points to route taken by machine.
The boys were not hurt. (AP Wirephoto)
lows.
Third, it. spreads barnyard dis-
eases.
This record is in considerable
contrast to that of another immi-
grant bird, the Starling. Although
the starling bullies native birds
and .„makes a nuisance of itself by
flocking in cities, its food habits
have been found mostly bene-
The English sparrow has ie-
ceived credit for controlling the
dropworm which used to damage
shade' trees in cities. There are
still outbreaks of this pest how-
ever and there may have beets,
faulty observation concerning the
sparrow's effects on it.
This brash and noisy biid is a
smart bird, too, in its own int-
erests. Tested in an experimental
maze, it shows it can learn as fast
and efficiently as other higher
vertebrates. It is wary and profits
readily by experience.
Competition in a new land un-
der strange.,Conditions undoubted-
ly brputht out many of the spar-
row's superior qualities.
The modern generation of
sparrows, however, may be get-
ting soft. Today's birds don't seem
to swagger as much as their
grandfathers, nor impose as much
on native birds. East of the Alle-
ghenies, moreover, their numbers
have taken a distinct drop in re-
cent decades. Even so, E R.
Klambach of the Department of
Agriculture wrote in 1940:
"It would have been better -for dry. Keep the container in the
the interest of American agricul-
ture. as well as for the welfare
of the native birds, had the Eng-
lish sparrow never been intro-
duced."
County Agent's
Column
By R. A. manly
•
By far the most common and
serious of the parasites of sheep
is the stomach worm. Others of
importpnce are nodular worm,
hookworm, tapeworm and lung."
worm. Fortunately, the methods
of control, prevention, and treat-
ment for stornach worms are ef-
fective also for practically all
these other parasites except lung
worms.
Use of clean pastures is the first
step in control of these parasites,
by preventing the lambs from be-
coming badly infested with them.
Since all sheep probably har-
bor some parasites in the diges-
tive tract, and since it is not al-
ways possible to have a clean, on-
infested pasture, treatment with
a worm medicine plays a leading
part in dealing with parasitic dis-
ease of sheep. Phenothiazine, ev-
erything considered, is the most
effective 'treatment known at
present.
Flocks recently treated and
those not badly infested with
worms may be treated simply by
giving the sheep free access to 10
pounds of phenothiazine (pure
powder) mixed uniformly with
100 pounds of salt. The phenothia-
zine-salt mixture must be kept
sheep barn, or if outside keep it
covered arid fully protected from
rain.
Dosage for phenothiazine
drench is 1 oz. of powder per
ewe and us oz. for a lamp or 2
FIRE STOPS ENGINE oz. of liquid phenothiazine per
Butte, Mont. — (AP) — Fire ewe and fs-oz. of liquid per lamb.
put the Big Butte Volunteer Fire Drenching should be done before
ewes are turned on pasture this
spring.
• • •
Colds or flu in young chicks is
usually caused from damp floors
and drafts. To prevent colds keep
a good, deep, dry litter on the
floor. It is not necessary to clean
the house if a deep litter is used.
Frequent stirring and addition of
new litter when necessary will do
a good job of keeping the house
clean.
Seeding Practices
Recommended For
Diverted Acres
"One of the most vitally im-
portant uses of the Agricultural
Conservation Program in 1950 will
be the assistance it provides
farmers in handling the land tak-
en out of allotment crops," W. S.
Traylor, chairman of the Caldwell
county PMA committee, states.
The 1950 allotment for corn is
23,723 acres or about 10,000 acres
less than was seeded for harvest
in 1949. The 1959 allotment for
wheat is 2,312 acres or about 400
acres less than was seeded Lo r
haryest in 1948.'The 1950 tobacco
allotments, burley, air-cured and
fire-cured total 1,803 acres or
about 200 acres less than the 1949
tobacco allotments for Caldwell
county:
Farmers of this county should
realize, according to Mr. Traylor,
that with supplies of these crops
piling up, it is a waste of price-
less soil resources to use them in
production that will add to the
nation's surplus problems. They
_should realize too, he added, that
farm commodity prices are com-
ing down with farm expenses re-
maining high, farmers are con-
fronted with a real problem in
what to do with the land taken
out of allotment crops.
Traylor pointed out that it is
not going to help to shift pro-
duction to other crops which al-
ready are near surplus produc-
tion and neither can this land be
allowed to remain .idle.
The only answer, says the PMA
chairman, is to seed this land
down to grasses a n d legumes.
This 'will not .only balance pro-
duction for the present, but it will
build up soil reserves for the fu-
ture. With the populations of the
United States increasing at the
rate of about two million a year,
it will be only a matter of time
until these resources will be
needed, he assured farmers.
"To waste our soil resources ip
tthended surpluSes will result in
trouble for future generations,"
Traylor said. "It is better to bal-
ance Production now and build
reserve k in our soil. Most surely '
they will be needed in the years
DOG COMFORTS LION to come."
Moscow — (AP) — The Mos-
cow zoo possesses a timid lion
which cannot get along without
protection a n d compani5nship.
The lion to be sure is just a cub.
But he let himself get so down
and out with just plain loneliness
that attendants put a dog in the
cage with him.
On one occasion the two were
strolling, in the open under the
supervision of their trainer. The
lion managed to endanger a
young rooster belonging to the
zoo. The rooster attacked the
young king of beasts who fled
But the dog took after the rooster
apd drove him away from the
lion thus saving his pal from a
severe pecking.
If, by any chance, at bed time
The PHA chairman points out
that Caldwell county farmers
' will find the practices offered in '
the 1950 ACP well adapted to the
problem of diverted acres, with
special emphasis on seeding of
grasses and legumes.
1 the dog is not in the cage the lion
, Cub sets up such a howl that no
Ione has any peace until the dog is
j Pound and put in with his lion
• friend
Will owe lamplIcatten Moro RUH et H 50-
leR. she.... 44.0411. 11.11.51. •ny BM, Si.ge. IMmerat ITCH or doetram Hoe wit&
Stotts WS SOAP 3135. At pond dna% mores
op trent Atolls Laboratorles Si  AM
WOOD DWG STORE
WE'LL GLADLY HELP
YOU WITH A LOAN
TO BUY THE THINGS
YOU NEED AT HOME
1301Dotion
VON? de egildwat something you want or need just
because you lack the ready cash to pay for It. Our Personal
Loan plan will help make your dreams for Spring come true.
944ete 6111 0114‘0-4 'OK ISM% — Then phone or
come in for the money.
110 W. Market Street PHONE 61151.
Princeton, Ky. DAVID N. RIDEOUT, M.
OGDEN METHODIST
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
6 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
o'clock
FIRST HAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
5:45 p..m. Training Union
7:00 p. m. Evening Worship
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
715 p.
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC.
PRINCETON
CHURCH Or THE IMMACU-
LATE CONCEPTION, EARL-
INGTON
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Mass at 8 o'clock. -
Second and fourth Sundays.
Mass at 10 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOS-
PITAL CHAPEL
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays,
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
Rev. William Borntraeger is
pastor and the Rev. Richard
Clements is assistant pastor.
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
Sunday School every Sunday
afternoon at 2:30.
Preaching "'every second and
fourth Sunday afternoons at
2:30.
Prayer meeting every Satur-
day at 7:30 p. m.
Build up YOUR SOIL with
FOUR ,LEAF
ROCK PHOSPHATE
Particles so finely ground
they look like face powder
. feed each tiny root hair
with nature's richest source
of natural phosphate.
It costs little or no more ro
get the firody frou demi rock;
just insist on the FORIR LEAP
brand for quirk results.
IMA Powwow, for iri tire,
Write Tr •r• C .
so, s_ MIMI" 5,15.
or arm yew Meow Herm
E. F. ORDWAY
FREDONIA, KY.
Phone 9-3 and 9-W
Rev, Irvine L. Parrett is Pastor.
Sunday School-10 a. rik
Preaching-11 a. m.
Training Union-6 p. m.
Evening Worship-7 p. m.
Hour of Priyer—Wednesdav,
.1T17 
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
William E. Cunningham, pastm
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11.00 a.m.
Young People's Service wee
pin.
eaviingehstic Service 7.30 p.m.
Weanesday evening prays'
service 7:00 p.m.
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Rev. H. C. Knight, pastor.
Preaching services every sec-
ond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m.
and 7 p. m.
Prayer meeting every Thurs-
day night at 7 p. m.
Sunday school every Sunday
morning at 9:45 a. m.
CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
W. H. Tallent, minister
Sunday School, 9:45 B. m.
Morning Worship, 11 a. In.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
Russell Woodall
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. m.
Prayer meeting every Wednes
day at 7:45 p. m., followed by
choir rehearsal.
Elephants, and lions are found
on-45o I5.wee.4apela-ot MLXlll
manjora, Africa.
Some 20 pounds of nails are
used in building the average
house.
STOMACH SUFFERERS
GET AMAZING RELIEF
The HARVEY STOMACH
TREATMENT goes further
than most stomach treatments'
on the market today. It is made
up of four different medicines.
One of the main ingredients is
belladonna.
We guarantee this wonderful
medicine to relieve ulcer pains,
and that acid, gassy, belchy,
nervous and lack of pep feel-
ing. Compare its price with
other stomach preparations.
Start this treatment today —
there is no need to suffer. Ask
your druggist for Harvey Tab-
lets. SOLD ONLY AT
WOOD DRUG STORE
PRINCETON, KY,
Associates
Sis Baker Roberta Wheeler
Over 40 Years We Have Stayed and Paid
A Woodall Virgil Smith
OFFICES
Princeton Fredonia
Tel. 2441 ,Tel. 9
Established 1907
IT'S A HAPPY FAMILY!
THAT OWNS ITS OWN
HOME. A HOUSE JUST
THE WAY YOU WANT
IT WITH YOUR OWN
shrubbery, flowers and trees. A
safe place for the kiddies to
play. Full of joy, contentment
and pride for every family
member. We make liberal
loans to families like yours
and you can repay like rent.
PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS
St LOAN ASSOC.
Henrietta Hotel Bldg.
RECENT PRICE REDUCTIONS AND 10 BIG EXTRA
VALUES MAKE FORD THE ECONOMY LEADER!
WHY PAY MORE? With Ford's recent
price reductions, there isn't a full-
.,to Pickup in America at.• lower
list price than the popular 6-cylinder
Ford Model F'-i.
- WHY ACCEPT MSS! Included 'nth.. low
Ford Pickup price are money-aaving
features like an oil filter, oil bath air
cleaner and many others.
' For quick proof of Ford extra value,
look in the box at right which tigm
10 hig extras which the Ford Pickup
gives yOu.
 
vas%
AT NO EXTRA COST-
10 BIG FORD FEATURES
Over 173 asedois to shoos* hood
Thore'm an Economy Ford Truck
lierd birdie Nil lotiforl For the fourth to do your job for leas coat. Soo us
suireeseive lea_uraose ex- today for three extra values, prompt
forte .PROVE, Ford Truett' last delivery, big trade-In allowance.
Moral toms!
Dial 3225
Bre 654 fl Ford F 1 Plano shown Ms .15 ID Styli.-
t mime 100-h p V orrlable it Mehl extra ont.
I 15 Cs ii BODY CAPACITY for bulky loads,
1.,wost loading Moir of any 614-fl.. 'helm&
/ I ISO It. PAYLOAD CAPACITY for Mew loeds.
I. STRONG BONUS BUILT FRAME with section
modulus of 2 65.
• IIP TO 43% MORE IIRAKE LINING AREA
Pot safer, serer stops.
I. RIG 10' GYRO GRIP CLUTCH frith low Wel
hut costs oressuros tor Woe fining wow,
ler shmagn
& LIGHT HEIGHT—only 3,220 14—gives large
teocnt moving ttimatl.
I. ALLHAINUbt ALLOY ELIGNTLIGNT PISTONS
fot atter Moroi loads. Hopi &NMI Ilfe.
& OIL FILTER AND OIL sate AIR CLEANER
(doodetd) protest' eosin, Ilk sot all esst
• FORO LEVEL ACTION CAS SUSPE1111011 -
Ambles sob from rbration, frarn• Imam
II DOOR CLASS AIR WING VENTILATORS
(Ilsodard) IMOp la tres6 gh, moot sit Mho
elf.
FORD TRUCKS LAST LONGER
RANDOLPH MOTORS
•our
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Today And Tomorrow
In time to conic I shall not care
About this fleeting day;
Or even think of any dream
That will have passed away;
Unless it be the memory
Of something sad and sweet
That might have turned my world
around
And made my life complete;
And even that would bring
A notion now and then
That everything could be as good
And beautiful again,
Because in time we go along
And gradually forget.
And understand the usefulness
Of longing and regret
Today is nearly over and
The past is far away
And if tomorrow comes, it too
Will be a fleeting day.
—James J. Metcalfe
Mrs. Young Hostess
To Sunday School Class
Mrs. Edward Young was host-
ess to members of the Faithful
Workers Sunday School Class of
the White Sulphur Baptist
Church March 28. Mrs, Charles
McCarthy had charge of the devo-
tional. The scripture reading was
from the 10th chapter of John.
A Bible quiz was given by Mrs.
Elwood Rogers. Mrs. Bob Fralick
gave the-Bible drill.
• After a brief business session,.
the class adjourned. The next
meeting will be held at the home
of Mrs. dames Son.
Refreshments were served to
M es dames Charlie McCarthy,
James Son, Alma Brasher, Wil-
liam Rogers, Pete Rogers, Bob
Franck, Frank Young, Elwood
Rogers, Edward Young and Miss
Pauline Paris.
Darnell - Roberson
The wedding of Miss St.,e Dar-
nell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Edd Darnell of Dawson Road, and
Mr. J. W. Roberson, son of Mr.
end Mrs. Dexter Sisk, also of
Dawson Road, was solemnized at
4 p. m. Sunday afternoon, April
9, in the First Christian Church.
The church was beautifully dec-
orated in the Easter theme. The
service was read by the Rev.
George W. Filer.
The bride wore a gray suit with
navy and pale blue accessories
and carried a bouquet of pink
snapdragons.
Miss Anna Lee Darnell was her
sister's maid of honor. She wore
a navy blue suit with pink acces-
sories and carried yellow snap-
dragons. The flower girls, mem-
bers of the bride's Sunday School
class, were Misses Vivian Claire
Moore, Piggy BarneeNancy Car-
ol Winters, Shirley Sweeney. Sue
Cravens and Brenda Filer. They
were dressed alike in pastel
street-length dresses and carried
mixed bouquets of snapdragons.
Mr. Jack Gray, of Kuttawa,
served as best man. Messrs. "Tern-
pv" Templeton and David Pedley,
also members of the bride's Sun-
day School class, were ushers.
Miss Chloe Anh Winters, cou-
sin of the bride, was organist.
The prelude was "Indian Love
Call" and "Hammerstein -
bach" by Friml and the musfc
during the ceremony was "Even-
ing Star" by Wagner. Following
the ceremony, Miss Colleen Wood-
ruff, of Madisonville, sorority
sister of the bride, sang "The
Lord's Prayer" by Molotte.
Upon their return from a short
wedding trip through the South,
.... _
Humming Bird's New "66" Gauge Ultra
Sheer Hose.
SEE THEM TODAY
Price - $1.65
"FINE SHOES FITTED BY X-RAY"
Princeton Shoe Co.
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Mrs. Ryan Hostess
To Baptist Group
The Lottie Moon Circle of the
First Baptist Church met at the
home of Mrs. Mina Ryan Tues-
day night, April 4, with nine
members and three visitors pres-
ent.
The devotional and program
was given by Mrs. Buddie Satter-
field.
Present were Mesdames Wil-
liam Larkins, Cecil Smith, Robert
Jacob, Claude Koltinsky, W. E.
Willis, Mina Tom Ryan and Al-
vin Llsanby; Misses Melville
Young and Mary Wilson Baker.
Visitors were Mesdames W. F.
Pickens, Mary Rice and Buddie
Satterfield.
The hostess, assisted by Mr.s W.
F. Pickens and Mrs. William Lar-
kins, served a delicious plate
lunch..
The next meeting will be held
in May at the home of Miss Mary
Wilson Baker.
Mrs. Frank Wood
Honored With Luncheon
Mesdames William S. Rice.
Charles Ratliff, Frank T. Linton.
Rumsey Taylor and Miss Ange-
line Henry were hostesses at a
luncheon Friday, April 4, at the
Coach and Four Inn, Plopkinsville,
in honor of the birthday of Mrs.
Frank G. Wood.
Mrs. Lisanby To Speak
To Woman's Club •
The Woman's Club will meet
Thursday, April 13, at George
Coon Memorial Library, it was
announced Wednesday by Mrs.
Harold Jones. Mrs. Gordon Lisan-
by will be in charge of the pro-
gram, speaking on "Hobbies".
Mr. and Mrs. Roberson will make
their home in Louisville, where
he is employed by the Arnold
Ligon Truck Lines.
HONORED WITH SHOWER
Misses Joyce Cole, Sara Scott,
Rozella Cotton and Doris Hayes
entertained with a shower for
Mrs. Roberson at the home of Miss
Cole on Plum street Tuesday
night, April 4.
The Easter theme was carried
out in the decorations and re-
freshments. Several games and
contests-were played by the group
with prizes being awarded to
Misses Roselle Cotton, Jane Stal-
lins, Della Rorer and Dot Riley.
The honoree was taken on a
"treasure hunt," at the end of
which she found a treasure of
lovely gifts.
Present were Misses Betty
Dunn, Dorla Stallins, Jane Stal-
lins, Barbara Beshears, Anna Lee
Darnell, Dot Riley, Roselle Cot-
ton, Doris Hayes, Della Rorer,
Joyce Cole, Sara Scott and the
honoree.
Sending gifts were Mrs. Charles
Stallins andlsliss Margaret Jones.
4iss Virginia Bowie Satterfield,
student at University of Kentuc-
ky, Lexington, spent last week-
end with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Boyd Satterfield, Morgan
Avenue. Miss Satterfield parti-
cipated in the Saturday night
concert presented by the Univer-
sity of Kentucky Band.
TO THE LADIES
*Ws alte iitaded
tO. atend 0444
General Electric
Cooking Schoo
74.44.. 4,24a .2714 .2:00 P. M.
In our showroom"
S. Seminary & I.C.R.R.
•
2004. /dyed
..EisotZeft 4ree.
Luis( YVAN PREVCESS AND HUSBAND: • Pi incess Fiikah of
Egypt and her bridegroom, identified only as Fouad Sadek, a
member of the Egyptian consular service, at the time of their mar-
riage in Sanfrancisco last Wednesday, sail for a honeymoon in
Hawaii from Los Angeles Isist-rriady (In April 9 the Arabic news-
paper Annahdah in Ammar.. Hasheniite Jordon, identified Sadek
as a brother of Narriman Sadek, the beautiful young Egypt„,ian
girl whose name was linked with that of King Farouk. If the
identification is correct the wedding may pave the way for the
marriage of the King to Merriman by making her a member of•
Egyptian royalty. (AP Wirephoto)
, •
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Mrs. W B. Sparks, Morganfield,
and Mrs. P. -H. Ryan, Paducah,
were weekend guests of their
daughter and sister, respectively,
Mrs. James L. Hayes and family,
Hopkinsville road.
Mr. Boston Criswell, Union
City, Tenn., spent last weekend
With his family here on Highland
avenue. -
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Gray 'spent
Saturday in Evansville, Ind.
Miss Lurline Humphries, Cadiz,
spent last Thursday and Thurs-
day night with her sister, Mrs.
Claude B. Wood, and Mr. Wood,
Linwood Farm.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Wadlington,
Denver, Colo., are guests of his
brothe r, Charles Wadlington,
Mrs. Wadlington and their daugh-
ter, Wanda, Franklin street.
Stan Fiser, Lexington, was a
recent overnight guest of Bob
McConnell. Stan is a senior at
University of Kentucky and par-
ticipated in the concert given by
the University of Kentucky Band
Saturday night at Butler audi-
torium.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth R: Vick-
ery and little daughter, Karen
Rolande, of Silver Springs, Md.,
were recent guests in the horn
of Mr. and Mrs. Howard McOon
nell, Madisonville street.
Miss Clemma Joyce Keeney, o
Chicago, spent Easter with her
mother, Mrs. Mary Lou Keeney
Crawford, E. Market street.
Mr., and Mrs. Charles Braun
and children, Chip and Vicki, Mr.
and Mrs. George Hearth and Mrs.
H. D. Jeffreys, all of Evansville,'
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Clay Wilson and family, Hop-
kinsville road.
Mesdames Amelia Engelhardt,
of Baldwin, Ill., and Gertrude
Inglehardt, of Equality, were re-
cent visitors of their son and
daughter, Dr. and Mrs. C. F. En-
gelhardt, N. Jefferson street.
. Allan Watson, student at Uni-
versity of Kentucky, Lexington,
spent last weekend with his par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Watson,
'West Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Davis, Pa-
ducah, spent Sunday here evith
friends and relatives.
Miss Dottie Doers, student .at
University of Kentucky, Lexing-
ton, spent last weekend with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gus Deen.
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Wood
and little daughter of Memphis,
Tenn., were weekend guests of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. W.
'Stallins, McGoodwin street.
Mr.. and Mrs. Glenn Johnson
and children, Billy and Jimmy,
spent last weekend with relatives
Sparks, student at Univer-
sity of Kentucky, Lexington, spent
last weekend with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks, Eddy-
ville eoad.
Papl and Cynthia Ann Cunning.
ham, students at the University
of Kentucky, Lexington, spent
last weekend with their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cunningham,
S. Jefferson street.
. and Mrs. Richard Ratliff
and.,Miss Katharine Garrett left
SatOday morning for a vacation
in • Orleans, La.
Jp:Atin Watson, stydent at
Ge oitvniCollege, Georgetown,
spe iaseWeekend with her par.
ents;;Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Watson,
Route 8.
Jaek Giannini, student at Uni-
versity of Kentucky, Lexington,
spent Easter with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Giannini, Frank-
lin street.
Harold Price, student at West-
ern glIgte College, Bowling Green,
speni last weekend with his par-
ents,' Mr. and Mrs. Henry .Price,
Madisonville street.
Cadet Jackie Pedley returned
to Kentucky Military 'Institute,
Lyndon, Wednesday, after spend-
ing Easter holidays with his par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Gracean M
Pedley, Locust street. Cadet Lanr
Pedley, who has been ill since
his arrival home, will return to
Lyndon Monday,. Both students
spent the winter at K. M. Us win-
ter quarters in Venice, Fla.
Mrs. I. B. Tanner and daughter,
Mary, of San Bernardino, Calif.,
will arrive here the last part of
this month. They will attend the
NOT A BANK
But A Place To Save Your Money.
SUGAR, pure cane, 100 lbs.  $8.23
SUGAR, pure cane, factory packed
10 lbs.  85c
SUGAR, pt.lre cane, factory packed
5 lbs.  45c
PUREX, quart bottle   15c
PEACHES, Hunt's, in heavy syrup
No. 21/2 can  23c
OLEO, Del Grade, plain, lb.  19c
OLEO, Del Grade, colored in lb. stix . 30c
POTATOES, selected Cobblers, bag . $2.85
SUGAR CURED JOWLS, lb.  121/2c
LARD, ptife, lb. 10c 50 lb. can  $4.89
ONION SETS, gallon  29c
FLOUR, Star, plain or selfrising, bag $1.25
TURNIP GREENS, fancy, chopped
No. 2 can   10c
TRIPLE R. PEABERRY COFFEE, lb.  49c
MAXWELL HOUSE COFfEE, in tin, 1 lb. . 75c
QUINN'S GROCERY
SUPER LOW PRICES
.211 W. Simpardson St. s Dial 2611
4.t,11.401rtfrIMI., .tt
•
Piano Reqtar Skin Tips For The
Music pupils of Mrs. Evekett
Cherry will be presented in ra-
cial Tuesday night, April 18, at
George Coon Library at 7:80
o'clock. Taking part will be Bar-
bara Franklin. Nancy Farmer,
.on - Strvertsr
Winters, Janice Brinkley, Peggye
Guess, Susan Perry and Sarljean
Whittington. The public is cor-
dially invited.
Kentucky Derby and spend the
month of May in Kentucky and
Chicago, Ill. They plan to return
to San Bernardino May 28. Mrs.
Tanner is a former superintendent
of the Princeton Hospital.
Mr. Marshall P. Eldred and
Charles Tachau, of Louisville,
were luncheon guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Dique Eldred Monday.
Mr. Edward H. Johnstone at-
tended the State Bar Association
in Louisville last week.
Mr. Alfred Ehrenwald, Nash-
ville, Te ., was a visitor lyre
Monday a d Tuesday.
Mr. and rs. aude B. Wood,
Linwood Fa s, and Mr. and
Mrs. R. T. Humphries and
daughters, Ann and Rebecca, of
Seven Oa*, were six o'clock
dinner guests of Mr. J. Lock
Humphries at the Coach and
Four Inn in Hopkinsville Tues-
day night.
Mr. and Mrs. John Barber and
son, of Morganfield; Mr. and Mrs.
Willard Mitchell and children, of
Henderson, and Mr. and Mrs.
George McKinney, Jr., of Padu-
cah, spent Easter Sunday with
their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George McKinney, Sr., West
Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Morris,
Nashville, Tenn., spent last week-
end with Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Pat-
mor and son, Don, West Main
'street.
Mesdames Billy Giannini and
Billy McConnell spent one day
last week with Mr. and Mrs. Ray-
mond Schultz in Paducah.
Mrs. Dorothy Goodwin, of
Hazelwood Sanatarium, Louis-
ville, spent last week with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Homer Pat-
terson, and family, West Main
-street
Mr. and Mrs. R. Roy Towery
left Sunday for a two weeks'
vacation in Sarasota, Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. Allan - Hubbard
spent Sunday in Providence with
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Sugg.
Mrs. Malloy Veal, Paducah, vis-
ited Mr. and Mrs. Homer Patter-
son, West Main street, last week.
George Baker Hubbard, Jr.;
Jackson, Tenn., arrived Tuesday
for a visit to his grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Hubbard,
West Main street.
WALKER HAS IT
FIRST AID SUPPLIES and'
SICK ROOM NEEDS
WALKER'S DRUGS &
JEWELRY
Princeton. Ky. Dial 3211
Modern Teen-Ager
Mr. and Mrs. Luther J
sOn. March 31, at 
'Greeavil"
prtil;d0Trheeonmvaislier.vtil
skin rash and pimples often emus
These .4esdayas.aiistm_cleanlizeu_ is the
By Betty Clarke
weapon 
- 11"rellIr'ld;a-nirrdMM7s. ;--611-CharTle:-}
• • • '
, gauze pad or cotton ball so that 
sponuanle.oa:f.,.
ad by stale wash cloths and d
irty sa tosounins, R, ohDearwt
powder puffs.
birth of a son, Stephen
April 8. Mrs Stallins is the ,
, • • a ' -'
sudsy water scrubbing, followed
a 24-hour job.
A clear complexion campaign is
Mornings, the best start is a
Juanita Dell P'Pool.
by a thorough rinsing and a good
'spanking" of cold water to stim-
ulate circulation. Sterile gauze
pads make ideal wash cloths for'
young faces. They can, be used
once and thrown away, thus les-
sening the danger of self-infection
from dirty hands and much tised
wash cloths.
Noontimes, it's off with old
makeup. Fresh makeup applied
over old makeup brings the dan-
ger of pressing dirt and grime into
skik The morning's stale makeup
should be removed with a sterile
gauze pad soaked in witch hazel.
Of course if the skin is in poor
condition, the teen-oger should
skip makeup completely. The hab-
it of using a compact for instance,
is had for young girls with bledi-
ished skin. You are likely to car-
ry the same old dirty puff backi
and forth from compact to •face
thrmighout the day. It would be
better to fill a cleansing tissue
each day with fresh powder and a
if You do apply makeup it will
be clean.
There
c  h  
are some mediations
physicians recommend
Thursday, April 13, I
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Lowry is the former Jear
Ratliff, daughter of
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S. J. Lowry, Hopkis
with a bit of antiseptic-or
p
which have healing qualities, to help prevent Mfr., •
These can remove shine from the Be sure you g, 
•
nose and face without the use of while you are sleet,
powder, helping the skin to heal, erioad your stoma
more quickly. If you must use pastries and stareht, 
(:
period, 
der wdhuyrinngotthuissesakinbaibnyfeicItoiwon. 
It will reflect in your skir
your system to become
der? Shake it out of its container
whenever you wish to do a new Tibet has
makeup job. highways or
At night a special cleansing job 
is in order. An application of baby
oil, removed with a sterile gauze
pad, floats away the day's make-
up, The next step is a good lath-
ering with soap and warm water
Tincture of green soap may be
used two or three times a week. i
One beauty expert suggests this '
once-a-week face scourer: Mix
cornmeal and soap beads in equal Auto lnsuranc
parts, make a grainly cleaner
Rinse your face several times 
Before Getting
which mildly "scours" the akin.
These Facts
with warm water, and finish off
with splashings of cold water. 
The nightime wa:sia-up is a godd
time for routing blackheads. If,
You notice some blackheads that •
look as if they might be easily
removed, pat Cotton and warm
wateç. on them. Then take your
sterile gauze pad and press it
gently around the blackhead.
Don't squeeze it, however, unless
you want to leave your face with
unsigthly large pores.
Finish off your skin cleaning
no railroad
deep waters
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Mutual Insurance Campo
Summer Living Outdoors Becomes More
Pleasant With Furniture Like This!
It's stabalized -- no side-sway. At ictst a steel chair without sidesway!
For porch, recreation room or office -- nothing like it All the comfort of
your grandmother's rocker. A big, husky, heavy duty, spring steel beauty.
In Red, Green, Yellow.
MOR 5AN'S
FURNITURE DEALERS FUNERAL DIRECTORS
43 YEARS OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE
PHONE 2035 • NIGHT 3495
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was signed to clarify
Gas Act of 1938 by
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the bill's opponents
the price which pro-
e for natural gas has
erahly. The average
ISANAGeliO'lei WIFE LEAVES CHURCH: Charles Binaggio's wile,
Cecelia, leaves the Holy Rosary Catholic Church at Kansas City,
Mo., Monday with Niel Penne (left), the slain northside political
leader's chauffer and constant companion, and her brother, Mike
Bandon. Other e are Unidentified. (AP Wirephoto)
price of gas in the southwest in
1938 was 2.5 cents per thousand
cubic feet. By 1947 it has risen
to 3.75 cents. New contracts drawn
between 1946 and 1941. said the
FPC, provided a price of five to
10 cents, with clauses permitting
periodic renegotiations and price
boosts.
The price of natural gas to con-
sumers, the bill's advocates point-
ed out, however, fell 12 per cent
between 1938 find 1941 — from 68
cents per thousand to 60 cents. At
the same time the price of anthri-
cite coal rose 6 per cent and fuel
oil 79 per cent.
Those against the bill say this
was caused entirely by the FPC's
whittling the profits of the pipe-
line companies and the distribu-
tors. The commission found that
as the companies increased the
volume of their business, they
could sell for less and still make a
reasonable profit about 6 per cent
SON SPRINGS BATH HOUSE
Mineral Water Baths for
Malaria, Rheumatism, Neu-
ritis, Arthritis and Inflama-
tory Rheumatism.
H. E. ROB1NETT. Prop.
Dawson Springs, Ky.
nd Munn its.
PHONI 3041
.stsS1, 184
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r Possessions---
The things you live with - - - your homes,
usiness, your "stock in trade" - - are all
to loss through accident or circumstance
d your control.
your own sense of security you should he
protected.
.s agency for complete insurance coverage.
h Cummins Insurance Agency
t Court Square
Phone 2825
Princeton. Kentucky
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"Fine Shoes Ntied By X-Ray"
INCETON SHOE CO.
arrerwregIN.R."
Home Sewing Shows
Increase In State
More than 25 per cent more
families in Kentucky did home
sewing last year than in 1948, ac-
cording to Miss Verna Latzke and
Miss Dorothy Threlkeld, clothing
specialists at the College of Ag-
riculture and Home Economics,
University of Kentucky.
By repairing, remodeling a n d
making clothing, 41,150 homemak-
ers throughout the state estimat-
ed that they s a ved at least
$299,231.
The annual report of the spec-
ialists further shows that 27,894
families were assisted in the con-
struction of garments, and 27,400
families with the selection of
readymades and fabrics. More
than 14,300 families learned how
to care for, renovate and remodel
clothing.
Seven thousand, seven hundred
and twenty-nine homemakers put
sewing machines in good condi-
tion by cleaning and oiling. The
purchase of many new electric
sewing machines was also re-
ported.
Three Youths Reported
Bitten By Rabid Dog
Two youths, of the Claxton sec-
tion of the county, and one from
Princeton was bitten by a rabid
dog Sunday, according to a report
from Mrs. Arney T. Rawls, of
the County Health Department.
Mrs. Rawls listed the youths,
who are now taking anti-rabies
treatment, as Tommie Dixon, 16,
,.on of Mr. and Mrs. Terry Dixon,
Claxton; Bobby Lowery, 13, son
of Mr. and Mrs Herman K. Low-
•Ory, Claxton, and Bobby Cun-
ningham, 12, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lacey Cunningham, Princeton.
Washington
Letter
By Jane Ends
_Washington_s-- Man a eric
grown-ups eat too much, say nu-
trition experts in the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture. They say
thaja overweight is the most fre-
q n t malnutrition problem
among adults in this country.
Some down-to-earth diet tips are
given in the department's newest
cookbook, "Family Fare," put out
6y the Bureau of Human Nutri-
tion and Home Economics. The
nutritionists point out: "Moderm
knowledge of food at work brings
a new kind of mastery , over life.
It can even help you keep young
longer, postponing old age An
Individual, well-fed from baby-
hood has a More likely chance to,
enjoy a long prime of life. But
at any age you are better off
when you are better fed."
When families in this country
are poorly fed, the specialists say
the foods they neglect are most
often milk and niilk products and
vegetables and fruits—especially
the leafy, green and yellow vege-
. tables and citrus fruits. "Up to 35,
it' safer to be plump than skin-
ny," they say. "Beyond 35 excess
fat becomes a greater health lia-
bility than extreme thinness."
As for reducing .. . those under
20 should only do so under a
physician's guidance. "This is a
safe rule also for young mothers,
or those with any heart or organ-
ic troubles," the cookobook sug-
gests. If you need 'to reduce and
are over 35, you are warned to
lose poundage slowly .. . no more
than a pound or two a week. All
the diet experts in the world
couldn't explain the job more sim-
ply than Uncle Sam's. If you are
going to "cut calories, yet have
other, food essentials for good
health," you might try:
1. Eating three meals a day
but refusing to be tempted by be-
tween-meal snacks. 2. Avoiding
high-calorie foods like the fat CM
meat, cooking fat, salad oil, fried
foods, gravies, rich sauces, nuts,
pastries, cakes, cookies, rich des-
serts, candies, jellies and jams.
And eating sparingly of bread or
cereals. 3. Being generous about
fruits and vegetables but taking
them straight—vegetables with-
out cream sauce or fat, fruits
without sugar or cream. "Dern
skimp onrfruits and vegetables.
Eat a variety—yes, potatoes, too.
of their costs.
Senator Kerr (D-Okla.), a
wealthy oil man and chief spon-
sor of the legislation, warned
that if price regulation were
adopted the industry would lose
the incentive to expand. The gas
industry, •he said, is a speculative
mining operation. If profit possi-
bilities are restricted, the pro-
ducers will put their money into
safer enterprises.
To discover new oil and gas re-
serves, he said, large sums must
be risked, and much of the money
is sunk in dry wells. It wouldn't
be sensible. he said, for producers
to tike chances where they could
get only 6 per cent on successful
drilling and no return whatever
for holes that proved dry.
The independent producers, he
said, are the only ones bringing
in large new oil resources. They
have drilled 65,000 wildcat wells
in the past ten years. On the other
hand the controlled, regulated
pipeline companies which own
their own gas lands have drilled
only 100 wells in the same time.
They lacked incentive, he said.
Fruit jar rings may be fastened
to the under side of small rugs
to prevent slipping.
The muskmelon, a member of
the gourd family, is native to
India and Guinea
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THE WETH-R-MASTER
PNAMANYNT ALUMINUM
AWNINGS
At Zensonnfsta PrIewit
I Aide to the beauty of your
ne! Attractive color selec-
tions . . . priced to suit your
pocketbook—net NOW!
Can ter FUZZ Eatimate—
Steger bider Co.
Attire Pays Off
Terry Moore, young film act-
ress who has beensioing okay as
a sweet young thing' in films, is
.getting to wear revealing cos-
tumes like this one because she's
discovered the value of a tight
sweater. Trying to get away from
shy heroine parts, she took a
screen test wearing a black negli-
gee. It convinced studio bosses
she's gro-vn up aid laneed her
new roles. (AP Wirephoto)
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INFORMATION
the &mat Social Security Office
When you lose your social security card, go to the nearest
Social Security office at once and apply for a duplicate account
number card. Do not wait until you change your employment
and need your card. It takes time to get a duplicate card. If you
wait until you need your card, the delay may handicap„you in ob-
taining a new job. A representative of the Paducah SocTKI Secur-
ity office will be at the Post Office in Princeton at 1:00 p. m.
Thursday, April 20, to answer questions on Social Security.
Prescription Needed
!Deaths & FuneralsTo Purchase Sleeping
Pills After June 15 1Mrs. Mollie Campbell
Frankfort — (AP) — Sleeping,L Funeral services for Mrs. Mol-
pIlls may be 'sold to the public ie Campbell, 76, of the Lewis--7
own community, wno died atonly upon a physician's prescrip_ t 
lion after June 15. Princeton Hospital April 6, were
A legislative act, effective on
that date, limits sales by manul
factbrers and wholesalers of the
drug known as barbiturate in
such a manner as to stop its gen-
eral sale to the public.
The pills may be sold by phar-
held at morgan's Funeral Home
April 7.
She is survived MT her husband,
Arch Campbell.
Burial was in Cedar Hill Ceme-
tery.
as
macists only upon physicians Sign-Up Due In Calf
prescriptions and no prescriptions Vaccination Program
may be refilled. Physicians may
inter-
amounts" of the pills for their emsotendthsin-olhdavhinegifetrhe
keep on hand "reasonable Beef and dairy farmers 
ciralvseixs tvoa c1c2ipatients.
The prescription method also nated against Bang's disease un-
applies to barbiturates used for der the state free calfhood vacci
-
animals. The Same records of nation plan should contact the
names of purchasers and dates of
sale must 'be kept by drug stores
as in sales for human consump-
tion.
The bill will not only limit sale
of the drug, but also will increase
its cost, since physicians custo-
marily charge for prescriptions
and many drug stores charge more
for filling prescriptions than for
sales out of stock. It was introduc-
ed by Rep. Mary Elizabeth Bur,
nett, Lexington Democrat.
E. M. Josey, secretary of the
Kentucky Pharmaceutical Associ-
ation, said it was backed by that
association and by members of
the State Medical Association.
Many persons have taken sleeping
pills in such qualitities as to casise
death.
In addition to sales to licensed
physicians and druggists, manu-
facturers and wholesalers may
sell the barbiturate drugs to fed-
eral, state and local governments,"
to hospitals and other institutions
where its use is directed by physi-
cians and "for lawful research,
teaching and testing, not for re-
sale"
Sale of preparations which are
intended for other curative-pur-
poses and which, as Josey des-
cribed it, contain only a minor
quantity of the barbiturate for
purnoses of relaxing a patient,
are exempt from the ,new law.
That section of the act exempts
from the law:
u c h compound, mixture or
preparation which contains a suf-
ficient quantity of another drug
or drugs, in addition to such salts
or derivatives, to cause it to pro-
duce an action other than its
hypnotic or somnifacient (sleep-
.
A medium-sized potato has no
more calories than a big orange,
or a big apple."
Being generous about protein-
rich foods for nutrition requires
plenty of lean meat, milk, eggs
and lean fish and "if you are un-
derweight you need to turn the
tables to put some fat on your
bones," say the nutritionists.
There's Nothing Like
Peace of Mind
To Add Years To Your Life
INSURANCE WILL DO THIS FOR YOU
.1
,WAL:
• .
PLAY SAFE -:- CALL US ,
John E. Yong Ins. Agency
Tel. 2620 Princeton, Ky.
county agent's office by Satur-
day, April 22, and list the num-
ber of calves which they have to
be vaccinated, County Agent R.
A. Mabry announced this week.
Dr. Ralph Blazier will do the vac-
cinating the last of April or the
first of May, he added.
producing) action."
The law provides that it shall
be enforced jointly by the State
Board of Health and the State
Board of Pharmacy. Conviction of
violating any provision of the act
carries a maximum fine of $500
or a jail sentence of one year,
or both.
Guglielmo Marconi obtained
his first English patent for wire-
less telegraphy in 1896.
Cumberland Church To
Have Special Service
Rev. Harvey Tallent announced
Wednesday that a special service
will be held at the Cumberland
Presbyterian 1Cburch Sunday at
the 11 o'Ciarroui to raise money
to redecorate the church. He said
that all members are urged to be
present and to bring a "love of-
fering" for the altar. Persons un-
able to attend are asked to send
their offerings.
Pag122.:
Bethel College Students
Spend Easter With Parents
1)uring the Easter vacation
from April 6-11, Misses Anne
HUmphries, Bonnie King and
Rose Wood, students at Bethel
Kilimanjora, an African moun-
tain, springs almost directly from
the plains, has no 'foothills, is 200
miles in circumference at its base,
and is said to be Africa's highest.
Woman's COl1.C, 1lspRhiu5vil1r,
visited their parents,--Mr. and
Mrs. R. T. Humphries, Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. King and Mr. and
Mrs. Garland Wood. Mies Maria
Cosenza, a classmate, visited•Miss
King over the weekend.
Radio's first loudspeakeiLwas an
almost identical copy of the ,
phonograph horn of the time, the
only difference being that it gen-
erally was upright.
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VACUUM
CLEANER
A full.sized, hill-powered, dependable Gen-
eral Electric Upright Cleaner.
Plus a rosspia set of worksaving astarktoests
—six different tools for upholstery, draperies,
blinds, mpshades--everything in your home!
0TH FOR ONLY
as little al
Oh PER DAY
after
dew. payassat
4 1
4 allAT-74
Princeton Lumber Co.
S. Seminary St. af.e.se. mew
GENERAL • ELECTRIC
VACUUM CLEANERS
Phone 2081
5th ANNIVERSARY
SALE14 DAYS
Starts Friday, April 14
SEE OUR SPECIAL PRICES ON
Plastic Seat Covers
Fibre Seat Covers
Seat Cushions
Floor Mats
Bicycles
Automatic Iron
Car Radios
Home Radios
Car Batteries
Motor Oil
Brake Lining
Generators
Stprter Motors
Mufflers
Spark Plugs
Wizard Washers
Wrench Sets
Baseball Supplies
Fishing Tackle
Wescote Paints
Outboard Motors
Softball Equipment
Roller Skates
Shot Guns
Ammunition
Radio Batteries
Rifles
Lawn Mowers
Power Mowers
Garden Hose
Yard Brooms
Wizard Refrigerators
"Our Big Anniversary Special"
See us for tires, one 600 x 16 for $13.35, the second one for $8.98 plus
taxes and your old tires.
Why taq Mors
and est  Les$ ? 
Phone 3414 W5 Main St.
Home Owned And
Home Operated
by
JOE P. WILCOX,
Princetod, Ky.
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Charity Workers
Keep Housewives'
Doorbell Bus
By Cynthia ' -
Charity begins at home, the
saying goes, and truer words
were never spoken. The neighbor-
hood collectors daily beat a path,
to my door, the mailman is bent
double with attractively printed
appeads for my assistance.
Maybe it isn't true all over the
country, but I think it is. Organ-
ized charities, legitimate ones
too, are so high pressure, and
there are so many of them, that
it's getting to be a major head-
ache for a person on a modest
income to cope with all the ap-
FEDERAL LAND BANK
LOANS
Offer
CHEAP MONEY TO
FARMERS Through
THREE RIVF.RS NAT'L FARM
LOAN ASS'N.
Loins made on good farms
from 10 to 33 years at 4% in-
terest on amortized payments
SEE
J. D. ALEXANDER
Secretary - Treasurer
Dial 3351 Princeton, Ky.
Acid Soil Locks Up
Phosphate Chemically
Berkley, Calif. — (AP) — Acid
soil locks up phosphate chemical- ,
ly and therefor /Takes the soil
infertile, says John M. Heslep,
of -Gall
student. Ills studies also disprov-
ed /Ivo old theories as to why
acid soil is infertile.
• Mt, manganese toricity, al-
though present in acid soils does
not slow plant growth. Second,
there is no lack of calcium. Lime
applications will neutralize acid
and improve plant growth, but
they will not improve plant
growth by making more calcium
available.
peals.
No matter what the "contribu-
tions" box of the income taxes
declare, most of us middle-income
people haven't limitless funds to
hand out to all worthy causes.
Most of us are particularly inter-
ested in one, maybe two, organ-
izations and would like to give
our small dollar where it will
give us some persona 'satisfac-
tion. Actually, the way things
seem to be set up, every organ-
ization is running its own intense
campaign, and it's only a hermit
or misanthrope who dares refuse
a personal appeal.
It's apparent that the Commun-
ity Chest idea, before and during
the war, was a sensible solution.
Even then, some of the big or-
ganizations, such as the Red Cross,
were outside the chest in most
communities—but it was easy to
slice one's charity dollar in a cou-
ple or even three pieces.
But today those of us whose
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CAYCE-YOST Has
1 Complete Stocks Of
1 FERTILIZER: 
r-4 f" .•
5-10-10, 4-12-8, 3-9-8, 2-12-6,
i 2-12-6, 0.14-7,4-16-0, 0-20-0,
6-8-6 (Pofash from Sulfate), and
Vigaro. --
SEED CORN: Tv
White and Yellow Varieties of
Meachams - Funks - Broadbents
FENCING and BARB:
11 and 121/2 gauge 9-36-6,
8-32-6, 9-39-12, and 8-32-12
11 gauge only 10-47-12, 10-47-6
121/2 gauge only 7-26-6
4 pt. heavy barbed and 2 pt. med.
Smooth Wire, and Nails
•
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS:
2,4-D Agricultural Weed-No-More
In Hopkinsville It's
CAYCE-YOST COMPANY
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTI)CkY
END OF EXPERIMENTAL FLIGHT: The Kysor I, an experimental plane with a new tail design,
crashed on the same runway from which it took off Friday in Oakland, Calif., after gaining an
altitude of 150 feet. Clifford Kysor, designer and pilot, said the plane seemed to have no control,
but he was not surprised at result of test flight. His only injury in the crash was a cut thuriab.
(AP Wirephoto)
community isn't in on any charity 116111111111111111MMIM111111.1611MW 11•111111,110111011111.111111111
chest idea are bombarded on all
sides for contributions. A single,
mail recent6, brought me an ap-
peal from our volunteer fire de-
partment, which wants new uni-
forms and some recreational sup-
plies; a couple of sheets of stick-
ers to help crippled children; an
appeal from a veteran's organi-
zation. That same day, the Red
Cross collector for our street
dropped in for,a piece of change,
a neighborhood high school stu-
dent asked for a contribution to
start a youth canteen and a uni-
formed Boy Scout requested that
we buy a few tickets to a country
fair his troop was sponsoring.
If I'd complied with all re-
quests, as I felt I should, we
wouldn't have had enough folding
money left in the house to buy
food far the next day. As it is, I'm
actually giving less during the
year to charity than the modest
sum I would have Contributed if I
were permitted—and I use the
word consciously — to make my
donation where my interests lay.
Naturally, I'm going to send a
check to the volunteer firemen—
just suppose I have a fire. Of
course, I'll kick in to the youth
Canteen, because after all it's a
community project. Naturally, I
will contribute to the Red Cross,
because I don't dare be the only
person in the collector's neigh-
borhood who refused — and also
naturally, I don't want her going
around saying that I just gave a
dollar 'When everYone else con-
tributed five.
That 'means that when the can-
cer, the heart, the polio, the mil-
lion and one other special plead-
ers come around, they'll get jus,
as little money from me as I ea
possibly afford to give and stil
not shape up as the neighborhoo
miser. Of course, when I get
mailed appeals—wonderful im-
THE GARDEN
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
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THE ROOT VEGETABLES
• Root vegetables are much alike
in their requirements as to soil,
fertility and • general culture.
They are parsnips, salsify, beets
and turnips.
The general fertilizing scheme
discussed a few weeks back suits
all of them, with, plenty of phos-
phorus as compared with nitro-
gen, to keep them from growing
to top. Loamy soil is 'preferred,
but any well-managed soil, loose
and friable, will make shapely
roots.
Depth of seed sowing is criti-
cal; these are all small seeds. The
_rule is that the depth should be
as near as possible to eight times
the least thickness of the seed. In
the instance of parsnips and car-
rots, both slow
-sprouting, it helps
to sow radish seed with them, to
help them up and to mark the
row so that cultivating can begin.
Also, covering the rows with
planks helps in "drawing" soil
moisture to the seed. Another in-
Mance is that of beets. It should
be kept in mind that what ap-
pears as a "seed" is really a berry
containing three or four very
small seeds, and poor stands of
beets can be explained by too
deep covering,
A good rate of seed sowing is
two to four to the inch. The seed-
lings should be thinned: parsnips,
beets and turnips, two inches,
carrots and salsify, one inch. The
width of rows in a handworked
garden may be 15 inches; where
horse
-cultivated, two feet. Pars-
nips and salsify should be put to
an edge of the garden, as they oc-
cupy the land all summer.
The only pest of cor.sequence
is the fleabeetle, and then only at
"seedleaf" stage. One dusting
with 3 per cent of 5 per cent
DDT does the trick. Lice some-
iimes bother turnips, but dusting
with 3/4 per cent rotenone ends
them.
Varieties are: parsnips, Improv-
ed Hollow Crown; salsify, Mam-
moth Sandwich Island; carrots,
Oxheart (early) and Imperkor
or Chantenay (general crop);
beets, Crosby's Egyptian; turnips,
Purple Top Strapleaved.
"RC Makes You
Feel Like New!"
Yes, and best-tasting RC is
super-delicious with this recipe
for spring parties —
SLICE
frankfurters
into small
disks
HEAT
in spice
barbecue
sauce
SERVE
frankfurter bits and sauce on
large potato chips
Drink Royal Crown Cola
CATCH THE
BIG
ONES . . .
WITH OUR TACKLE
- RODS -
Action Glass Rods . . . $9.95
--- Shakespeare Wonder
Rods  $27.50
Heddon Steel Rods $15.25
Bristol Steel Rods . $ 4.95
OTHER STEEL RODS - - - $3.50
- REELS -
Shakespeaee Wonder Reek . . $ 9.60
Shakespeare Marhoff Reek $13.20
Pflueger Knobby Reek  $11.00
Pflueger Summit Reek  $13.50
OCEAN
CITY
REELS
42.65
ad
fr4.25
HARDWAItil Co.
,tbsegrosnissig
Tenth and Virginia Sts.
HOPKINSVILLE
- BAITS -
Heddon Baits
South Bend Baits
Hawaiian
Wigglers
Bunyan's "66"
Jitterbugs
Hula Poppers
Hornet Lures
Big Selection Of
Brown and Spur-
lin Flies
Phone 332
* CANE
POLES
* HOOKS
• LINES
• SINKERS
• LEADER
U. K. BUDGET SJASHED
Trustees of the University of
Kentucky last week approved a
budget totaling $7,359,071 for the
'Division of colleges (instruction),
Agricultural Experiment Station,
and the Agricultural Extension
Service. The budget for the Di-
vision of Colleges is $343,095 less
than the amount allotted for the
current fiscal year, the decrease
being made necessary by the loss
of veteran enrollment and the
consequent slash in Veterans Ad-
ministration appropriations. Big-
gest economy will be made in
the amount of money appropriat-
ed for teaching materials, labora-
tory equipment, and books for
the library.
personal pleas with an out-d-
town post-mark,' I will thankfully
toss them into the rireplace.
But I still would like very
much to be able to pick my
charity and give it what money
I can afford. Or I'd like to give
in a lump sum and leave my
doorbell free for the laundryman,
the brush salesman and even
some people who just drop in for
a cup of tea.
SURE. I JUST RAKED
THEM UR BUT I'VE 60T SO
MUCH PEP FROM ORINKIN'
PRINCETON CREAMERY
MILK THAT I FEEL LIKE
DOING ITALL OVER A6AIN!
it
area."
a
Ainceion
Creamery
19 County farmers
To Sow Sericea
The Caldwell County Soil Con-
servation District has assisted 19
cooperators in planning and se-
curing seed ,,for a spring seeding
of sericea lespedeza, Oliver C.
Allcock, work unit conservation-
ist, announces.
Most of the seeds are of the
strain FC-19284, an improved var-
iety. Sericea will be used for hay,
pasture, seed production, erosion
control and a soil improving crop.
The plant, Mr. Allcock said, is
a perennial legume and grows
best on well drained upland soils.
It will grow on heavier, more
compact soils and it is one of the
best plants to use on thin soils
for erosion control and soil
building, he pointed out.
Those making sericea seedings
this spring include Raymond
Stroube, John L. Watson, Lewis
Gray, Howard Boyd. Curtis N.
Smiley, Paul J. Mors e, Arden
Higdon, Cleaton Hale, Thomas
Morse, Rayburn Baker, Mitchell
Vinson.'
The following farmers plan to
harvest seed from their sprirt
plantings: A. E. Turley, B. B.
Clark, James G. Prowell, Lofton
Jones, William L. Beck, Edward
F. Blackburn, Marvin Sigler and
J. B. Shrewsbury.
"There is increasing ipterest in
sericea in soil conservation dis-
tricts, because of the plant's abil-
ity to fit into a good soil conser-
vation farm plan on a majority of
the farms," Mr. Allcock added.
H. C. IP'Pcmpl Tractor
And Implement Co.
Your • '
Headquarters
For
Ferguson Tractors
Hopkinsville Rd. Phone 2226
Princeton, Ky.
Salary Boost Measure
Takes Effect July 1
Frankfort — (AP) -- Higher
pay for many state, county and
city officials throughout Kentuc-
ky is in the offing.
July 4 is the date when the
new sa eyy ,
1950 legislatbre, becomes effec-
tive.
The Measure sets new maxi-
mums for almost evjry category
of public servant, with city leg-
islative bodies and county fiscal
courts given the right to fix new
salaries of local officials.
New salaries forslocal officials
can run as high as $7,200 a year.
Salaries for judges of the court of
authority and the mayor of Louis-
villee run higher:
The bill was enacted at the re-
quest of Governor Earle Clements
on a mandate from voters who
approved lifting, of the $5,000 a
year constitutional limit. A con-
stitutional amendment was ap-
proved at the polls last November.
City and county governments
are expected to take the higher
salaries into consideration when
they prepare budgets for the
coming fiscal year.
Barkley Refuses To Be
Photographed In Sleep
Moline, — (AP), — Vice
President Alben Barkley doesn't
like to be photographed while he
Is napping. That's what two
quad-cities photographers learn-
...recently
The plane on which ar ey
was riding to Des Moines, where
he addressed a Jackson day din-
ner, stopped briefly at the Moline
airport.
UK Rifle Team 2nd ,
In National Meet
The University of Kentucky
Air Force ROTC rifle teens last
week missed by only .pne point
capturing the championship of
the William Randolph Hearst na-
tional rifle matches. The U. K.
sharpshooters, all native Kentue.
kians, were shaded only by Ford- I
ham University in a contest en-'
tered by 141 teams from 124 col-
leges and universities. Out of a
possible 1,000, the Kentuckians
compiled a team score of 943, top-
ped only Fordham's 944. The U.K.
team, coached by Master Sergeant
H. E. Winters, is made up o?
Kenneth Fagan, Thomas B. Alen
and Wright C. Grifford, all of
Lexington; Thomas A Carnes,
Owensboro, and William B.
Gaines, Hopkinsville.
Photographers John Mills • of the
Moline Dispatch and Gus Kondos
of the Davenport Daily Times
went aboard the plane to get a
picture of the "Veep" but were
warned not to disturb him, that
he was sleeping.
Kondon, however, took a shot
before turning toi leave. As he
reached the door of the plane,
Barkley shouted for him to come
back The vice president then took
his plate holder, pulled it open
and said: "So you folks won't see
the vice president as he naps."
The photographers left without
a picture.
WALKER HAS IT
COSTUME JEWELRY
FOR SPRING
WALKER'S DRUGS &
JEWELRY
Princeton, Ky. Dial 3211
Thursda , April 13,
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Season to Season
Home Beauty
It's wonderfully easy
to achieve the decora-
tive effect you strive
for — with wallpapers
selected from our
wide, tasteful assort-
ment. Come see our
budget-priced group
now!
FROM 121/2c A ROLL
STEGER LUMBER CO.
s
Get Your Car Ready For Spring
WITH
A New Set Of U. S. ROYAL TIRES
We have
The Best Tires and the Best Prices in town
also
Bargains on Good Used Tires
Princeton Tire & Recapping Co.
211 N. Harrison St, Phone 2819
Any ways and every way, you measure it
—FIRST... and Finest ...at Lowest Cost!
Measure size, and you'll find Chev-
rolet's the longest, heaviest car in its
field-bar none. Measure styling and
beauty, and you'll find it's the_ only gar
in its field with the world-famous
Body by Fisher. Measure driving-ease.
and you'll find that only Chevrolet
offers you your choice of the finest
no-shift driving or the finest standard
driving-at lowest cost. Measure per-
formance, riding-comfort and safety,
and you'll find it's the only low-priced
car combining the extra-efficient Valvis
in-Head Engine, the extra-smoeh
Knee-Action Gliding Ride, and extra-
dependable Certi-Safe Hydraulic
Brakes!
And remember - Chevrolet alone
provides all these and many other
fine-car advantages at the lowest
',prices and with such low operating
and upkeep costs.
Come in! See Chevrolet for 1950.
And we know you'll agree that, any
way and every sway you measure it,
it's first and finest at lowest cost!
Introducing Chevrolet's Exclusive New
AUTOMATIC TRJ1NSMISSION•
•Carolarearrea of Peurrili* Tratuarietiaa 105.b.P.
extra. elaremal ea ne Lex, awed; esi extra post
New Lower Prices make Chevrolet more than ever
America's Best Seller . . . America's Best Buy -
411-
tallasemma
CHEVROLET /
I -
.•••••••••
NEW STYLE-STAR BODIES EY FISHER
(in sparkling new color harmonies) Now
more than ever "the most beautiful bodies
built"-inside and out-exclusoe to Chev-
rolet and higher priced cars.
NEW TWO-TONE FISHER INTERIORS
(extra-roomy . . . extra-luxurious , With
new upholstery-new colors nee, apron!.
ments--placing Chevrolet far .ihead is
both beauty and comfort.
CENTER-POINT STEERING
Assuring a remarkable degree to steeling
ease, under all driving condit i.nother
vital feature found only in Cries Met and
More expensive cars.
CURVED WINDSHIELD
with PANORAMIC VISIBILITY
(in Fisher Unisteel Bodies) Supplying CI'
tra vision rill around the car c tr., hody.
strength and durability-extra is..telY -Prn-
tection for you and your famil,..
BIGGEST OF ALE LOW-PRICED CARS
Biggest in every way, for Chevrolet is the
longest, heaviest car in its fiekl. and has
the messaixdi 
mum 
esttreastda,oailliltyandof wh iseahtes;7tributes
EXTRA-ECONOMICAL To OWN—
OPERATE AND MAINTAIN—
and traditionally bringing you M., alut
when you trade; for Chevrolet of arc
most wanted-neW or used.
PROVED CEITI-SAFE HYDRAULIC BRAKES
Giving swifter. safer. straight-
line stops and emhodying
new Duni - i.ife r ivedea
brake linings ' that last
wit to twice as long.
The Stylellne De I,
STEVENS CHEVROLET CO.
W. Market St. Phone 3505
r0 13,
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cher Can
e Behavior
r Pupils
vid Taylor Marke
e realize how impor-
mending are teaching
w other jobs, short of
itself, are capable of
the lives of children
ly and lastingly.
ual and appealing
help teachers under-
pe with troublesome
d soundly benefit the
emselves, has been
y the State Charities
tion.
"Teacher Lister—The
eak," t h e pamphlet
by Professor James
r., of the George Pea-
e for Teachers, Nash-
ee, and sells 'for 25e.
Experts Assert Egg
Production Inherited
High egg PrOdinttion is inherit-
ed, say poultry experts at the Col-
lege of Agriculture and Home
ORIALS
for
QUALITY
WORKMANSHIP
ALUE
9 TATIP
See
ry & Henry
Pelmets., Ky.
tucky. Therefore, they suggest
buying hatching eggs or chicks
from breeders or hatcherymen
whose stock produces well. Plan
to get at least 60 eggs a pullet
from Sept. 1 to Jan. 1.
The two main sources of dis-
eases and parasites are infected
grounds and old chickens. Brood-
er houses should be clean and
equipped with sun porches.
If possible, use the same ground
for yoUng chickens only one year
in three. This may require mova-
ble houses and range shelter. It
is not considered good business to
have young chicks and pullets
with old chickens. Vaccinate
growing .pullets for fowl pox
when they are eight to 12 weeks
old.
The pamphlet makes practical
and positive suggestions for help-
ing such children as the bully,
thf showoff, the clinging child
and the retiring child.
The importance and meaning of
such behavior as clowning, push-
ing, shoving and nail chewing are
lueidly discussed in chapters en-
titled, "I'll Hit You . . I'll Hurt
You," "Litok at Me . . . Look at
Me," "I Want You . . . I Need
you . . . I Love You," "Don't See
Me — Don't Hear Me,' a n d "I
Chew My Nails'. . . I Twist Mv
Hair." The chapter headings be-
speak the "language of behavior."
Listening to and understanding
this language reveals much that
is unsuspected, the pamphlet says.
Some children — many children
—You help by not landing too
BEAUTIFUL • DECORATIVE
WALLPAPER
Per Roll and Up
Over 900 Patterns
Carried in Stock
ste • Glue • Tools • Cleaners
SANITAS
Tape • Patching Plaster
Wall Rite
VARLAR
• Felt
CORNETTE'S, GIFTS
Hopkinsville
• iht PANCtrON LEADER, pRiNcefON, KENtuca
STEEPLE TOPPLES IN CHURCH FIRE: Fire that destroyed the St. Joseph's Catholic church
last Week at Hamlin, Me., is climaxed when its tall steeple crashes to the ground. The Rev.
Gilbert Dube suffered minor burns on his hands luring, the blaze. Fire officials estimated loss at
$20,000. (AP Wirephoto)
hard, by waiting for time and
growth, the pamphlet says. But
still others have needs which go
beyond this. The children them-
selves tell you who they are. They
do not use words on paper or
words on the tongue. But the
children talk.
They talk with their bodies,
with all their behavior, through
every thing they do. Often you
know easily what it means. Some-
times this body-talk, this lan-
guage of behavior is not clear.
You have to wait, listen again,
put two and two together the way
you 'do when a baby first talks.
But it is language. Children are
asking you to listen and to help
them, the pamphlet says.
Understanding children ...
helping children: this is not a
simple business. Hut when you
realize that, at least you know
some things not to do. The
,pamphlet suggests:
Dont look for wonders. It'll
take time to ,overcome problems
that have taken time to build up.
Don't expect the child to know
why he is acting the way he is.
You can understand that there
are some- basic causes but the
child cannot. Don't pile on more
pressure. You know that some
worry is causing the behavior.
Don't add fuel to the fire. Don't
listen when people say: "We've
tried everything and nothing
works." Don't believe it. TheSe
people have probably tried one
Will you help fulfill the world's
great hope?
This Is your chance to help conquer
cancer. A vital chance for the mil-
lions of Americans who will fall
victim to the disease. Yes, millions
n6w living will have to battle for
their lives against this grim killer.
Where it will strike no one can say.
The man in the next block? Your
Give to con,queqTancer
rt,„„,set6
ANIKKAN (MOOR SOCIETY
*01 Nis •
next door neighbor) Even ... your
_
own home?
Will you help to bring hope to
those living under the shadow of
this cruel disease?
HOPE through continued and intensified
research to uncover the cause and cure.
HOPE through an education program to
teach recognition of symptoms and the
urgent necessity of prompt treatment.
HOPE through improved services for
those already stricken.
Your dollars can mean the differ-
ence between life ... and death. Can
you afford not to help?
RINCETON CREAMERY PRINCETON MOTOR SALES
GER LUMBER CO. CORNER DRUG STORE
Ky. Farm News
Owners of approximately 2,000
beef cattle in a 20-square-mile
area in Madison county will co-
operate in a project to control
cattle grubs.
Thirty Woodford county home-
makers volunteered to be lead-
ers of 4-H club sewing projects.
McCreary county farmers gave
ordered 32,200 strawberry plants
and 4-H club members, 18,000
plants.
Hart county homemakers in one
month wired 63 kerosene lamps
for electricity.
Through well-fertilized pas-
tures and barn-cured alfalfa hay,
L. H. May of Trigg county in-
creased his crAtle from 20 head
in 1937 to 150 in 1949, and has ad-
ditional sheep and hogs.
More than 300 pieces of furni-
ture have been refinished and 68
chairs caned since September by
Harrison county homemakers.
Mrs. Nelson Swango and Mrs.
Lovell Hunter of Gallatin county
bought electric sewing machines,
two other homemakers motorized
their tredle machines, and sever-
al bought attachments such as the
zipper foot.
The Blackstar Coal Company of
Harlan county in 1949 planted
36,000 pine trees. 4,000 red oaks
and 5,000 white oaks.
The Augusta Homemakers Club
in Bracken county contributed
$25 for the purchase of a jigsaw
for the 4-H boys' woodworking
class.
John T. Wells of Bath county
bought 11 high-grade calves in
Shelby county ,all sired by artifi-
cial insemination.
Fifty-five thousand pine seed-
lings were bought by Calloway
county 4-H'ers, the orders vary-
ing from 200 to 3,000 a member.
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Pave Nine
Census Will Show
What's  In A Name
SUNK IS UNSINKABLE
Hong Kong — (AP) — Take it
from a correspondent of the Hong
Kong "standard," the Chinese
junk is the world's most unsinka-
ble vessel. The correspondent was
aboaeir a Nationalist warship
when it captured a Communist-.
junk bound for Shanghai. Crew
and cargo were removed. The Na-
tionalists then undertook to sink
the junk.
Large holes were hacked in the
junk's bottom, it listed slightly.
Oil was poured over it and lit. It
'burned awhile. Several shells
were jumped into it. Nothing hap-
pened.
The Nationalist warship steam-
ed past the junk trying to swamp
it. It rode the swell. The warship
then rammed the junk squarely.
"The whole stern of the junk
buckley and big chunks broke
off," the correspondent wrote.
"The last we saw of it, the junk
was still smoldering."
method only: punishment.
The idea is to keep looking for
causes for a child's behavOir. Vis-
it h4 home, if you can. Talk to
his parents. Talk with teachers.
Study what records there are.
See the youngster in all the places
you can: in the lunchroom, on
the playground, on the street, in
the clubs, at home. The more you
know about him the more surely
you will be able to help him. A
problem child is a frustrated
child in some way. The biggest
thing, therefore, says the author,
is to give him ways to get back
at the world . . . ways that are
safe and possible.
Approximately 145,000 mem-
bers of 3,152 farm youth clubs in.
new Japan are now actively en-
gaged in pursuits similar to those
of American A-H Club members.
SAVE igig
SPECIAL
"TRY•11•PINT"Of Ft RI
KENGLO
TRADE MARK
STAY-WrIITE
Regularly 98'$1.39 Pt.
Until May 31, 1950
Try a pint of KEM-GLO, in
white that stays white, at
only 980, Today/ A pint
covers up to 50 square feet.
10 lovely colors in quarts
and gallons. Pints in Stay-
white only.
$2.39 Qt. $7.98 Gal.
Get your PINT of KEM-
GLO Stay-white at only 980,
TODAY! Bring this ad te
By William J.c_qnwa
Census takers are n w making
their rounds asking all of us our
names. Sounds like a simple job.
But it really isn't.
Those who collect names as a
hobby know that the census
enumerators work in a field filled
with pitfalls. So, it seems in or-
der to give these enumerators
some gratuitous advice.
Suppose, Mr. Enumerator, a
fellow tells you he is John
BUrns. Don't let it go at that.
His given name may not be John
at all but Jan, Jon, Jhan — or
even Ian.
And that "Burns" well you'd
turn out to be Berns, Sims,
Burnes or Byrnes.
Of course, there is no need to
warn you if you already know
someone named Pearce, Pearse,
Peerce, Pierce or just plain
Pierce.
You can't be too careful about
spelling. You'll run across many
O'Keefes but dont run too fast
lest you stumble on an OKeeffe. I names will balance. For every
And—watch it now — you'r'e Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar
likely to find both Waggoners
and Wagners in Wagoner, Olka.
,You'll learn that it's the little
things that count. A relatively
small number of citizens, Vera-
Ellen Rohe among them, insist
upon a hyphen.
You can print eden addez in
small letters from start to finish.
He prefers it that way.
Names are something like
clothing. People can wear any
combination they wish. 'Edward
Everett Horton and Edna St.
Vincent Millay wear three on
even the hottest days. Joe E.
Brown and John L. Lewis wear
the coat and pants, and leave the
fancy vests—Evan and Llewellyn
—at home.
Enumerators the last time out
came up with some unique com-
binations indeed. Such as Carbon
Petroleum Dobbs, Early Christ-
mas Bennett and States Rights
Finley.
Collectors will be poised to
pounce on Anames distinctive as
those. They'll be wondering. too,
Pasteurized
DAIRY PRODUCTS
PRINCETON CREAMERY
Princeton, Ky.
Dial 2063
there is a Casper Ooms. And for
every Rexal Fearneyhough there
is a Hugh Blue.
If you encounter Last Gale
First, don't go into a rountine
that starts: "Give me your last
name first." It's been done before.
Just keep in mind that the First
comes' last.
The best way to avoid confus-
ion is to take names one at a
time. That system will stand you
In good stead when you get to
°see Oliver Over and Oliver Os-
car "Dyer.
It's easy to gei: name; mixed.
For instance, there's a Carmen
Cavallaro and a Carmen Caval-
lero. But you'll be able to tell one
from the other if you remember
BADGE OF A FATHER
Buffalo, N. Y. — (AP) --Detec-
tive Leo Hoist of the automobile
theft squad pulled a badge from
his pocket to identify himself af-
ter he had stopped a car for a
license cheek.
Then his face turned red. It
wasn't his detective's gold-plated
badge. It was a nickel-plated one
marked "School Patrol."
Hogg's son, Richard, 14, mem-
ber of a school patrol, had switch-
ed badges with his dad.
this simple fact. One of them
plays a piano.
That all, Mr. Enumerator, ex-
ceut when you get to Racine,
Wis., please find out if there real-
ly is a person named Oofty Goofty
Bowman.
Early matches were called
"lucifers" or "flames" because
they sputtered so badly, accord-
ing to the National Geographic
Society.
KEACH'S in Hopkinsville
FOR COMPLETE
HOME FURNISHINGS
"KEACH'S HAS IT"
Dead Stock
WANTED
The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
daily. We pick up horsos, cows and hogs. Call
KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
We pay all phone charges.
Phone 3698 Princeton, Ky.
is a Bats with a locket 17
ii
Oldsmobile's "locker rislo-mnost
thrilling ride ',coo liver Ideal!
Drive the new "Rocket" Engine "1111"--4or a Fiduremic thrill you'll find
In no other earl Those are big words- but your Mann-Aide dealer can baek
them up--with an "88" demonstration! He wants you to find out for your-
self the famous thrill of "Rocket" action. He wants you to feel the swift
surge of "Rocket" power. .. smoothed to a silken flow by Whirlaway Hydra-
Made'. And he knows that a demonstration is the only way be can really
acquaint you with the "88's" personality. . . the special handling ease, the
spirited eagerness that have made this Oldsmobile the talk of motorists every.,
where. So makes date with. "Rocket 8." Once you do --you won't be happy
until you have your own Futuramic "SS"—especially at today's lower prices!
• IrAlAinnir Nyobv-Merir larlop st torland prim. eel* optional on di Oidononbilo ittotiolt.
"fitea‘e tottk
DOES EVIERTESING
New York — (AP) — Coach
Frank Leahy of Notre Dame rates
Mike Swistowict, a top draft
choice of the New York Yanks of
the National Football League, his
"Jack- .The got--
pound Chicago product has play-
ed 'both halfbacks and fullback
on offense—and he showed his
defensive ability when he return-
ed an intercepted North Carolina
pass 84 yards for a touchdown in
Yankee Stadium last fall.
if times has made any changes
in war-time names.
Remember two babies born the
day the invasion of France be-
gan? One was called Invasia Mae
Renfrow and the other Dee Day
Edwards. There also was a lad
christened SteVen (cap V). The
"V", capitalized, was for victory.
When you ask some folks for
their given names, they will tell
you they haven't any. You'll just
have to put down J. R. Boone and
X. Y. Zeebuyter, and go on to
the next question. There is noth-
ing you or they can do about It
now anyway.
One thing that will work in
your favor is the law of averages.
The long names and the short
A OGNI1GA1. MOTORS VALUE
M B,I LE
  -p I, fro YOU* -NEAREST 0 L DSMOBILli DIALER
.•.
Stegens Chevrolet Co.
W. Market St horie 3505
PAYOU OIT THE SIST DIAL PRO AN AUTHORIZED ,1W-CAE DIALER!
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School Menus For
East Side Pupils
Luncheon menus for pupils at
East Side Grade School during
the week of April 17 will be as
follows:
Monday
White beans, luncheon meat
sandwich, cole slaw, corn bread,
cookies and blue plum.
Tuesday
Macaroni and cheese, buttered
beans, hard cooked eggs, carrot
strips, apple pie, butter, bread
and milk.
Wednesday
Roast beef, mashed potatoes,
gravy, buttered cabbage, lettuce
and tomato salad, fruit compote,
butter, bread and milk.
Thursday
Buttered beans, breaded toma-
toes, cheese slice, peanut butter
and crackers, potato strips, butter,
bread, milk and cookies.
Friday
Barbecued beef on bun, butter-
ed peas, cabbage, carrots, celery
salad, ice cream and milk.
Presbyterian Men's
Club To Hold Supper
The Presbyterian Men's Club of
the Central Presbyterian Church
will hold a supper at 6:30 p. m.
Friday aa the Church Annex, it
is announced.
Speaker for the occasion will be
the Church's pastor, Rev. Floyd
A. Loperfido, who will speak on
"The Challenge". Informal sing-
ing also is planned for the pro-
gram.
ATTEND CONVENTION
Nine members of the First Bap-
tist Church are attending the
Prescriptions A
Specialty
Walker's Drugs 8, Jewetry
Mal $211
Homemakers News
Schedule
*A_pril 15, 9:15 a. in., Radio pro
gram, WHOP.
April 18, 1:30 p. m., Otter Pond,
Mrs. Claude McConnell and Miss
Dorothy Ferguson, hostesses.
April 19, 1:30 p. m., Crider, Mrs.
Dick Son, hostess.
t April 20, 1:30 p. m., Dawson
Road, Mrs. Orman Travis, hostess.
April 20, 1:30 p. m., Friendship,
Mrs. Shell White, hostess.
April 21, 1:30 p. m., Eddy
Creek, Mrs. Jimmie Jones, host-
ess.
Training School
"A plan is most imporatnt in
landscaping," said Home Agent
Wilma Vandiver to 22 landscap-
ing leaders who attended train-
ing school Thursday, April 6, at
the circuit courtroom here.
Miss Vandiver stated that the
average home had too many
shrubs and trees and that it lack-
ed coordination and arrangement.
This lesson will be the major
project for the April meeting, it
was said.
Present at the meeting were
Mrs. Herbert Williams, Mrs. Tul-
ley Choice, Mrs. J. C. Myers,
Mrs. Ralph Griffin, Mrs. Otis
Smiley, Mrs. Garland Shoulders,
Mrs. Floyd Lewis, Mrs. Travis
Sisk, Mrs. Denny Cash, Mrs. A.
0. Prowell, Mrs. Chas. Wilson,
Mrs. Lester Paris, Mrs. Cook
Oliver, Mrs. Jack Rodman, Mrs.
W. K. Crawford, Mrs. George
Martin, .Jr., Mrs. Frank Sisk, Mrs.'
Ray Ward, Mrs. Mary D. Harper,
Mrs. Lennie Tacawell, Mrs. Roy
Massey, Mrs. Garner Eskew.
State Training Union Convention
being held at Ashland this week.
Those attending are Miss rkrinie
Martin, Billy McCaslin, Harold
Hollowell, Billy Joe Gresham,
Charles Adams, Carolyn Mc-
Guirk, Nancy McGuirk, C!,tarlotte
Akers and Jimmy Morristin.
Fighting fire is a war that nev-
er ends.
When in Hopkingville
mAtit
k
,PLANTERS Co.
(Incorporated)
Your Headquarte—r 2
1•0'
I Phone 155 West Seventh at Cleveland Ave.HOPKINSVILLE
1
FOR SALE! •
One five-room house with bath, gas 
furnace and
nice sanded floors; garage and 
other nice
out-buildings; hot-water heater. 4 ' • i
f
On paved street, 11/2 blocks from Butler High
School. Lot 110+050; nicely fence'nd. Shown by
appointment.
$6500.44111 111
Also other town piaperty and farms for 
sale.
C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY.
Estaniished 1907 — Phone 244I
Princeton, Kentucky
The outstanding white beauty of this paint
will make your house the envy of your
neighbors. It will be the whitest, white
house on your street, and it will stay white
for many years.
It pays to get The best... Buy BPS
$4.75 PIR GALLON
PATTERSON-SARGENT
I.
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, 
KENTUCKY
QUADS BORN ON PEANUT FARM: Nurses,
 (lift to right) :Dollies Hollingsworth, Mrs. Mande
Madrid, Miss Carolyn Crumbley and Mrs. Virginia Si
ngleton hold a set of quads born early April 8
at Perote, Ala., to the wife of 33-year-old Homer 
L. Singleton, a peanut farmer. The babies, not yet
named and in good condition, were rushed to Euf
aula, Ala., and put in incubators. (AP Wire-
photo)
NOTICE
SALE or FRANCHISE
By virtue of a resolution here-
tofore passed by the City Council
of the City of Princeton, Kentuc-
ky, directing the undersigned to
advertise for bids and sell a fran-
ehise to use the streets, avenues,
alleys and public' places of the
City of Princeton, Kentucky, for
the purpose of owning, operat-
ing, equipping and maintaining a
system for the distribution l' of
electric energy, the undersigned,
as City Clerk of said City, will
on the 24th day of April, 1950, at
or about the hour of 10:00 o'clock
A. M. sell at public auction to
the highest and best bidder at
the City Hall in said City, a fran-
chise for the purposes above set
out.
Said franchise is more particu-
larly described and fully defined
in a proposed ordinance granting
and creating the same and said
proposed ordinance defines the
terms and conditions upon which
said sale will be made, and is ih
full as follows:
AN ORDINANCE
THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF PRINCETON, CALD-
WELL COUNTY, KENTUCKY,
DO ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1. That the purchas
er or grantee of this franchise,
Ills or its legal representatives,
successors, and assigns, be and is,
tUbject to the conditions herein-
after unntrdnin1, y
et! -and, empowered to acquire,
purchase, construct, maintain and
operate in and through the City
of Princeton, Kentucky, a system
or works for the generation, dis-
tribution and transmission of elec-
unless same Audi be due to wid-
ening, regrading or reconstruc-
tion of the street or highway, in
which case the owner will relo-
cate at its expense. In any exten-
sions of the present distributien
system, additional poles shall Se
placed under the supervision of
the Board of Council.
SECTION 2. The purchaser of
This franchise shall indemnify,
and save harmless the City from
any and all damages, judgments,
decrees, costs and expenses, in-
cluding a, reasonable attorney's
fee, which said City may legally
suffer or incur or which may be
legally obtained against said City
for or by reason cff the use and
occupation of any street, avenue,
alley, or other public place in
said City by the purchaser, pur-
suant to the terms of this fran-
chise, or legally resulting from
the exercise by said purchaser of
any of the privileges herein grant-
ed; and, if any claim shall be
made or suit brought against said
City for damages alleged to have
been sustained by reason bt the
occupation of any street, avenue,
alley or public place by said pur-
chaser, the City shall immediate-
ly notify the purchaser in writ-
ing thereof, and the purchaser is
hereby giver the right and privi-
lege to defend or assist in defend-
ing such suit, in the name of the
City.
SECTION 3. The purchaser of
.41s4a_1rantlaiag_tisay furnish elec-
tricity fe light, -heat. power and
any ether Ourdpige to any person
or persons residing Along Or near
the aforesaid streets, evenues, al-
leys and public places, and may
make such lawful contracts for
srleal energy irons points either the use thereof as
 may be agreed
within or without the corporate1 
upon between said purcnaser
limit f s id Cit to said CitY d g 0 a Y, n the said per89n or De
rsons.
4-H Club News
Crider
Ten girls plan to enter the com-
munity style revue which will be
held at Crider school Wednesday,
April 19, announced Anna Bell
Holt to the Crider 4-H club when
that club met April 4.
The following program was
given: "After We Do a Good Pro-
ject," talk by Ann Riley; the pig
project, Ronnie Hooks; clothing,
Daisy Holt; tobacco, Jimmy Gallo-
way; foods, Shirley Ford; room
improvement, Sue Ford; beef calf
feeders, William Clift; canning,
Anna Belle Holt; housekeeping,
Martha Rollins; dairy work, Ted-
dy Holt; and talk on "Leadership"
by Wanda Stone.
The dge to the flag was giv-
en bi1totiie Hooks, and David
Dunerr led the-441 pledge.
Friendship
On April 4, the Friendship 4-H
club was called to order by Gay-
don Mitchell, wh'o led the club
in pledge to American flag and
then the 4-H pledge. Song leader,
Nina Adams, sang "Old Susanna."
_piece were 32 members present.
The following members present-
ed the program: Raymond Lee
,Lewis, Jennie Robinson, Glind
Rogers, Jerry White, Barbara Sue
Ladd - Tony Vickery Betty Lue
Porter, jean Wadlineton, Ran-
dell Capps, rsarbara Thomas,
and the inhabitants thereof, and I SECTION 4. Tine'purAaser of —
from and through said municipali- this franchise shall extend its
electric light or power lines and
install additional equipment
whenever, there is assured to it
from additional business to be de-
rived therefrom a reasonable re-
turn upon the investment requir-
ed to install such extension.
SECTION 5. The purchaser
shall have the right to make and
enforce reasonable rules and reg-
ulations necessary to the proper
conduct of its business and pro-
tection of its property.
SECTION 6. The purchaser
shall have the right to charge for
electrical energy supplied with-
in HIS City, rates that are.retti-
onable and that are subject to
regulation by the Public Service
Commission of Kentucky.
SECTION 7. All the rights and
privileges granted by this fran-
chise shall be for a period of Ten
(10) years from and after same
shall be granted to the purchas-
er thereot and said franchise
shall be in full force and effect
for the period aforesaid from
and after the date of said grant.
SECTION 8. This franchise
may be transferred by the pur-
chaser and the word "purchaser"
whenever used in this franchise
removal of said pole to another ; shall include rsd be taken to
location, the City shall pay the I mean and apply also to all the
cost of making such relocation, ; successors and assigns of said
purchaser.
SECTION g. It shall be the
duty of the City Clerk, as soon as
practicable after the introduction
• of this ordinance, to sell at pub-
lic auction, to the highest and
best bidder, the within franchise
; at the City Hall of Princeton,
; Kentucky, on some-day to be fix-
ed by him after advertising the
proposed ordinance and the time
and place of sale thereof once a
week for two consecutive weeks,
.-s„.sin the Princeton Leader, a news-
paper of general circulation pub-
lished in this City, and in mak-
ing said sale, he shall receive no
bid for a less amount than the
total expense connected with the
making of said sale including the
ty to persons, corporations and
municipalities beyond the limits
thereof , ad for the sale of same
for light, heat, power and other
purposes; and to erect and Main-
tain poles, Wires and other ap-
paratus necessary or convenient
for the operation of said system
In, upon, across and along each
and all of the streets, avenues,
alleys and public places in said
City; to have and hold, as by
law authorized, any and all real
estate, easements, water a n d
other rights necessary or conveni-
ent for said purpose; to use within
the present and future corporate
limits of said City any and all
streets, avenues, alleys and pub-
lic places as the same are now
or May hereafter be laid out,
while constructing or operating
said electric light system or
works, and the right to cross any
and all Streets and streams in
said City for the purpose of con-
stsucting, maintaining or extend-
ing such poles, wires and other
apparatus as may be necessary or
convenient for the proper distri-
bution of electric energy in and
through said City. After any pole
has once been erected and the
Hoard of Council shall order the
BPS House Paint glues
gOM a Paint *Bonus...
*extra years of beauty
and protection at no
extra cost.
BEST PAINT SOLD
McGough Paint & Wallpapertore
111 W. Ct. Sq.
"The Complete Point Stote"
•-•Sfal-115i115-
Hall 
the Hall 4-H club met April 5,
under the leadership of Helen
Grace Boitnott.
The monthly program was giv-
en' by Melvin Cook, Glen Little-
field, Rosetta Capps, J. B. Bogle,
Loretta Howton, Sadie Howton,
Jeannetta Capps, Ann Horning,
Bobby Howton, Delano Creasey,
Jeanna Robinson.
Classified Ads
AUTO GLASS: Sheet silety
glass cut and installed in all
cars. Williams Texaco Servic
e
Station. Corner Plum & main
Pqone 557.
FOR SALE: High quality lespede
-
za seed. Test 99.76 per cent p
ur-
ity; 93 per cent germination.
Also Ladino clover, certifie
d
and commercial Ky. 31 fescue.
Fredonia Valley Seed Co. Dial
4212 or 4202. 32-1tc
FOR SALE; Outboard Motors f
or
Cruiser control, shift to Scott-
Atwater. Warm up In neut
ral
shift to reverse and forward. 4
b. p. 5 h. p. and 7% h p. wit
h
shift. Williams Texaco Service
StationP1um and Main St.
Phone 2445. tic
FOR SALE: If you don't know
used cars, be sure you know
the dealer. For clean, used cars
in all price ranges, see Ran-
dolph Motors. Ours are A-1.
Ford sales and service. 36-tic
YOUR DOLLAR: Will buy piano,
not overhead, at Dye Piano Co.,
409 S Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
32-47tp
WATCH MAKING: All makes and
models; clocks, jewelry repair-
ed. All work guaranteed. Chas.
"Pete" Russell, certified watch-
maker. 203 N. Harrison St.
33-tie
WALLPAPER SALE: One-half
price on wallpaper of over 300
patterns to choose from. Joiner
Hardware Company, home of
Red Spot Paints, 'Princeton,
Ky. 29-17te
FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
and Electrical Supplies, visit
Stallins and Kennedy Electric
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
3180 or 2389 Work guaranteed
tie
FOR SALE: Choice Holstein and
Guernsey heifer calves. T. B.,
Bang's tested. Six to ten weeks
old. Price delivered by truck
to your farm: Six weeks at $45.
and ten weeks at $55. Delivered
on approval in lots of five or
—more. Some one year and two
year old heifers. Write or wire
Merlin J. RUX, Muscoda, Wis-
consin. 38-8te
WANTED: A typist. See Mrs. A.
r. Suns, East Ct. Sq.. 41-1tp
_
FOR SALE OR TRADE: Nice
home. See Bill Hodge at Hodge
Motor Sales or at home on East
Main St. 41-He
•
FOR SALE: 12.4 Cold Spot Home
Freezer, $259.50. Now on dis-
play in Sears Order Office.
Dial 2048. 41-1tc
• 
FOR SALE: Craftsman, 18" pow-
er motors; gasoline or electric
models; reduced to 879.50. Seitz
Attend Water Seminar
At Paducah Tuesday
'county Sanitarian Robert S.
Jacob and Water Superintendent
Hyland Yates attended a pure-
water seminar held at Paducah
Tuesday under the auspices of the
State Health Department. Puipose
of the meeting Was to teach loper-i
*tors of community water systemsi
how to protect water supplies
from impurities. Sanitarians,
health officials and water plant
operators throughout Western
Kentucky were in attendance. Dr.
W. L. Cash, director of the Cald-
well County Health Unit, also
attended the meeting, accompani-
ed by Mrs. Fred Pickering, Con-
way Lacey and daughter, Leslie.
cost of advertising, and he shall
report his actions hereunder at a
subsequent meeting of this Board
of Council.
Said Board cif Council, reserves
-the ; right to reject any and all
bids.
CLIFTON HOLLOWELL, Mayor
ATTEST:
GARLAND QUISENBERRY, City
Clerk 41-2tc
_ A suggestion: Chicken feathers
may be stuffed into small bag and
Used as a river bank cushion while
fishing.
FISHING TACKLE
REELS! Pflueger-Langley,
Bronson
True Temper, South Bend
and Action
1 SPECIAL OUTFIT!
Rod, Reel. and Nylon Line
$5.95
PFLUEGER AKRON  $9.75
BRING US YOUR BIG ONES!
This tackle dealer is an official registrar for the
Courier-Journal 1950 Free Fishing Contest - - - -
$2000 in Tackle Prizes - - - - Gel Entry Blanks
Here.
DUNN & OLIVER
"Princeton's Newest And Most Complete
Sports Center"
Thutsday, April 13
Livestoc Market
Price of cattle at
yard remained it,,,
compared to a wi
TOTAL HEAD
Long Fed Steers
Short Fed Steer,
01 der Office. Dial 2048. 41- 
ite
FOR RENT: Unfurnished sm
all
or, large apartment, priva
te
• I, Qas oven ftilr-
nh ed Front room In hr
apartment may be used as of-
fice or studio or radio shop.
Centrally located on Main
Main street, Hill building,
phone 2231. 41-tfc
---
-_-
_-
FOR RENT: Apartment with
modern conveniences. Kitchen
partly furnished. See Mrs. R.
D. Farmer, phone 245J, 417 E.
Main street, Princeton. 41-1te
FOR SALE: Three sows and
pigs. Three gilts to have pigs in
next 30 or 40 days. One regis-
tered OIC boar, 250 pounds.
Three 70 to 80 pound shoats.
See 011ie Mitchell, Mitchell
Brothers Plumbing Co. 41-1tc
FOR SALE: One M Farman Trac-
tor and equipment. See or call
Edwin Lamb. 41-1tp
FOR SALE: One, good usediAl-
lis Chalmers tractor plow disc
and cultivator; one, good used
Case-2-12" bottom plows, 6-foot
disc and 2 row. Bargain price.
C&L Tractor Co. Dial 3305.
41-1tc
FOR SALE: 87-acre farm, four-
: room house, good barn, well in
yard. Five miles out, two miles
off Dawson road on rock road.
See Kelley C. Morse, Real Es-
tate Agency, W. Market street,
next door to Orange building,
Princeton. 41-1tp
FOR SALE: One Allis Chalmers
HD-14 bulldozer. Charles H.
Youn g, Madisonville Hotel,
Madisonville, Ky. 41-2tc
LOST: Female fox-terrior. Three-
years-old, light tan and white
Cattle
Baby Beeves
Fat Cows ... ....
Canners & Cutters ..
Bulls 
....
Stock Cattle . 
......
VEALS '
Fancy %Teals -
No. 1 Vests .....
No. 2 Veils .
Throwouts . 1121
HOGS
200-230  151
235-350 ..... 
.....
355 & up 
120-155 . ........ 14
160-175 ........ 118
Roughs, 350 lbs. &
undo/ 
...........
Roughs, 355-450
Roughs, 455 & up 13i
---
- 
--
Name Peggy
found call 2841
Tanganyika, a Bram
ship under the United
Al rica, was German kg
before 1916.
Miss Mildred Daum,
ville, Ind., spent last
with her brother, Mr 11.1
Hopkinsville street.
LET NO
BE UNMARKED.. 
EnduringQuality M
Moderate Prim
Phone 2640, Write sr
Allen Monumental
Works
Dawson Rd. at Ceder
Princeton, Ky.
Gingham Tea Aprons
EACH
INKEus
AIR STOR
"Where Your $$ Have More Cents'
Red Front Offers
CHERRIES, South Haven, red sour
pitted, 19 ox. can 2 for 39(
No. 2 can  111(TOMATOES, May Day
14 lb. pug.  26(
TEA, Loving Cup
PURE CANE SUGAR, South Down
a lb.  45(
SALAD DRESSING. Table Garden
quart jar    31(
PINEAPPLE, Silver River, crushed
No. 2 can 221(
55(PEANUt BUTTER, Gold Craft32 oz. jar 
TOMATO JUICE, Brunson
46 oz. can  25(
HOMINY. Scott County
No. 2 can  9(
LIMA BEANS, Larsen's
fresh, green can 1 5(
SODA, CRACKERS, Ovenkist
lb. box  43(
MOPS, White Deck Slasher Linen
No. 16 12 oz.  39(
ROPE MOPS, Shineup
16 oz. No. 20 65(
Fresh
PEACHES, Remarkable, sliced m
syrup No. 2k4 can 3 it.r
TUNA FISH, Bumble Bee, lam boa
meat No. can
HYDROX COOKIES, Sunshine
No. 118 pkg. 
KRISPY CRACKERS. Sunshine
1 lb. box 
POTATOES. Nancy Lee, whole, Irish
No. 2 can 
POP CORN, Sunburst
10 oz. can
TOILET TISSUE, Swan.sdom n
roll 
BLACKBERRY JELLY, Mona'
12 oz. jar. 
GREENS, Nancy Lee. Mustard.
or Turnip No. 2 can
PEAS. Chic Chic 'No. 2 sic.,
fames: No. 2 can
CIGARETTES, popular brands. K'
only (tax inc.) carton
BROOMS, good quality, five
sewed each
LAUNDRY BLEACH, HcIn
32 oz. bottle
Fruits And Vegetables
NEW TEXAS CABBAGE BANANAS, 
large & ripe
5 pounds  25( 2 lbs.
YELLOW ONIONS
3 -lbs.  
.( APPLE sS. Virginia Winesap 
3 pounds  
Meat Specials
GRADE A BEEF SALE
BEEF SHORT RIBS
lb.  lb.. . .........
49( 
SUGAR CURED smog BACON stain
side) whale or half , lb.
ROUND or SIRLOIN STEAK 19(
CHUCK ROAST
lb.
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